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This is our first consolidated report on the sustainability performance for Zain Group.
Where possible we have reported on the economic, social, and environmental impacts 
of our operations in Bahrain, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and Sudan 
for the year ending 31 December, 2011. 

In preparing this report, we have been guided by the principles of materiality, 
inclusivity and responsiveness from the AA1000 AccountAbility Principles Standard. 
We have used the Global Reporting Initiative’s (GRI) G3.1 Guidelines – the leading 
international guidelines for sustainability reporting and self-declare that this report 
meets the criteria for the Level B Application Level.

Zain Sustainability Reporting
 Approach and Framework 

Middle East
Regional Context:

challenges in the Middle East

Telecommunications
Industry Context:

 
Pilot Telecommunications  
Sector Supplement

Global Leading Practice:

Guidelines

Guiding Principles:

Standard

 
in sustainability and corporate responsibility, as well as the regional and local contexts in which we operate. 

In Morocco, where we have a 15.5% interest in Wana Corporate S.A, Zain does not manage operations, and as such 
this operation is not part of the scope of our sustainability report. Since Zain South Sudan officially began operating 
in December 2011 with its new management team, this report does not include separate data for this operation. 
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Our Products 
and Customers
Our Commitments
•	 prOviding aCCess tHrOugH Our netwOrk
•	 enCOuraging respOnsible use Of Our 

prOduCts and serviCes
•	 Caring fOr CustOmers and COmmunities

In 2011, we…
•	 Set up 170 sites to provide coverage to 

more than 175,000 people in 500 remote 
villages in Saudi arabia

•	 launched the “drive Zain” campaign in 
Kuwait and reached 21,000 university 
students with messages about 
responsible use of mobile phones while 
driving

•	 Collaborated on the development of 
Mobile Privacy Principles

•	 launched hSPa+ in lebanon and Jordan; 
4G in Saudi arabia

Our Economic Impacts
Our Commitments
•	 delivering strOng finanCial 

perfOrmanCe
•	 building CapaCity in tHe regiOn
•	 suppOrting COmmunity eCOnOmiC 

develOpment

In 2011, we…
•	 achieved 8% customer growth

•	 earned uSd 1.033 billion in net profit

•	 reached uSd 7.925 billion 
in shareholders’ equity

•	 Increased consolidated revenues to 
$4.791 billion, a 2% rise from 2010

•	 received 800 new business ideas for the 
“Zain Great Idea” Competition in Kuwait

•	 Placed 50 women in jobs through Zain- 
supported widows Center in Iraq

•	 launched Zain e-mal mobile banking 
service in Jordan to reach 26,949 users 
within the first year
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Our People
Our Commitments
•	 Offering leading benefits and 

COmpensatiOn paCkages 
•	 prOviding develOpment and training 

OppOrtunities 
•	 prOmOting HealtH and safety
•	 wOrking etHiCally 

In 2011, we…
•	 Provided an average of 22 hours of 

training per employee

•	 Improved employee satisfaction rates 
from 2010 levels

•	 Provided vocational training to 175 
young trainees through university 
telecom courses in Iraq and our Mobile 
Maintenance training Center in Jordan

•	 Provided work experience to more than 
200 young people through our f.u.n. 
and Shabab tamouh programs in Kuwait, 
Bahrain and Saudi arabia

•	 Set employee compensation at 75% 
of market rates

Our Environment
Our Commitments
•	 reduCing energy and emissiOns aCrOss 

Our netwOrk
•	 enCOuraging envirOnmental 

stewardsHip
•	 imprOving envirOnmental perfOrmanCe 

at Our OffiCes

In 2011, we…
•	 Installed 26 solar-powered stations in 

Sudan

•	 Installed 58 hybrid power solutions (40% 
less fuel than diesel-only) at base stations 
in Sudan and Jordan 

•	 Collected 3,000 handsets for recycling in 
Bahrain

•	 Selected 1,500 network sites for 
upgrades to smaller generators in Iraq

•	 reduced paper usage in our Jordan 
office by 60%

•	 Participated in the Green Power working 
Group at the GSMa

Our Communities
Our Commitments
•	 empOwering yOutH tHrOugH eduCatiOn
•	 suppOrting aCCess tO HealtH Care
•	 Caring fOr tHOse in need

In 2011, we…
•	 received 432 short story and novel 

submissions for the eltayeb Salih 
International award in Sudan

•	 adopted 8 schools as part of the 
Madrasati initiative to help 2,688 
students in Jordan

•	 Supported 3,300 disabled children 
through Zain Saudi arabia’s ramadan 
initiative

•	 Provided adult literacy courses to 6,550 
illiterate adults in Iraq through the amar 
foundation
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SUDAN

SOUTH
SUDAN

JORDAN

LEBANON IRAQ

KUWAIT

BAHRAIN

SAUDI ARABIA

COUNTRY HIgHLIgHTS6

Bahrain
revenue: $214 million
Customers: 508,000
full time employees: 316

HigHligHts:
•	 Zain Bahrain launched the country’s first ever e-waste 

collection initiative. More than 3,000 handsets were collected 
for recycling. 

•	 reinforcing its commitment to promoting the latest 
technology in the classroom, Zain Bahrain provided two 
interactive boards to the Shaikha hessa Girls School.

•	 with its future university network (f.u.n.) program, Zain 
Bahrain offered 85 young people hands-on work experience 
in the company.

Iraq
revenue: $1,618 million
Customers: 12,435,000
full time employees: 1,388

HigHligHts:
•	 Zain Iraq’s support for the amar foundation provided high-

quality preventive health care outreach services to families, 
communities and schoolchildren, raising health awareness 
and reducing the incidence of preventable diseases. 

•	 Zain Iraq collaborated with several local universities to offer 
telecom courses to train selected students each year and 
prepare them for careers in the telecommunications industry.

•	 with support from Zain Iraq, the widows Center was able to 
provide Iraqi widows with courses and training in english on 
topics such as nursing, child care, photography, sewing and 
computer science. the Center also helped them locate and 
pursue job opportunities throughout Iraq.

Jordan
revenue: $506 million
Customers: 2,751,000 
full time employees: 849

HigHligHts:
•	 “Zain e-mal,” a mobile financing service, was launched in 

2011. e-mal offers a simple, fast, and secure way to manage 
money and to track financial transactions, while creating 
efficiencies to save time, transportation and paper. 

•	 Zain Jordan partnered with the Vocational training Center 
in Jordan to establish the Zain Mobile Maintenance training 
Center. a total of 125 trainees have graduated since it 
opened in 2008.

•	 In partnership with the Ministry of water and Irrigation, 
Zain Jordan launched a water awareness campaign that 
aims to increase public awareness on water conservation 
issues in Jordan.

Kuwait
revenue: $1,247 million
Customers: 2,103,000
full time employees: 1,216

HigHligHts:
•	 In Kuwait, Zain collaborated with the Kuwait Ministry of Interior 

to launch the “drive Zain” campaign, to raise awareness 
about the dangers of using mobile phones while driving. 

•	 Zain Kuwait launched the “Zain Great Idea” competition, 
encouraging Kuwaitis to generate new business ideas. 
winning ideas received resources to help launch and grow 
their businesses. 

•	 Zain Kuwait formed a cross-functional Green team which 
looks at ways to reduce environmental impact in the offices 
and engage Zainers to do their part.

Lebanon
Customers: 1,839,000
full time employees: 442

HigHligHts:
•	 the slogan “let’s talk environment” continued to help 

inspire mtc touch’s employees as they worked to minimize 
the company’s environmental impact through a series of 
green initiatives. 

•	 during the holy Month of ramadan, mtc touch employees 
helped to prepare schoolbags and distribute them to needy 
children throughout the country.

•	 mtc touch organized a series of visits to retirement homes 
across the country to celebrate Mother’s day. the company’s 
employees celebrated the day by handing out special gifts.

Saudi Arabia
revenue: $1,787 million
Customers: 7,567,000
full time employees: 844

HigHligHts:
•	 Zain Saudi arabia won a contract from the universal Service 

fund to extend coverage in the northern and southern areas 
of the Kingdom. Zain set up 170 sites to provide coverage to 
more than 175,000 people.

•	 Zain Saudi arabia partnered with the disabled Children 
association for a special program in which a portion of the 
revenue from each call made during the holy Month of 
ramadan was donated directly to support 3,300 disabled 
children.

•	 the King Khalid awards for responsible Competitiveness 
honored Zain Saudi arabia for its leadership in smart 
philanthropy. 
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Sudan 
revenue: $1,091 million
Customers 13,060,000
full time employees: 1,182

HigHligHts:
•	 Zain Sudan sponsored the annual eltayeb Salih International 

award, which awards a prize of $200,000 to the best short 
story or novel. the competition drew an impressive 432 
submissions from 34 countries. 

•	 In 2011, Zain Sudan constructed and rehabilitated six schools 
in low-income communities, which have become “Zain 
Schools.” In addition, Zain has provided rehabilitation and 
support to more than 150 schools, including 20,000 school 
uniforms and 500,000 exercise books.

•	 Zain Sudan expanded its Green Power program to use 
renewable energy at radio base stations by installing 26 
solar-powered stations and piloting a combined wind and 
solar-powered station.

REvENUE
$4.79 BILLION

FULL TImE
EmPLOYEES

 (INCLUdINg gROUP EmPLOYEES) 

6,339

CUSTOmERS
40.3 mILLION
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one of the key reasons for Zain’s success as an enterprise is that we take on challenges 
with passion. In the area of sustainability, we find ourselves faced with such a 
challenge—but we also see it as an opportunity. 

with increasing clarity, we realize that sustainability will play an important role in 
our ability to achieve our goals to grow as a leader in our markets and to be an 
employer of choice. our commitment to positively impacting our communities and the 
environment is more central to our business strategy and operations every day. 

we are taking a stand for sustainability—not just because it is the right thing to do, but 
because it is a critical step on our path to success. and as part of our effort to make 
Zain more sustainable, we are also making a commitment to communicate 
our progress.

with that in mind, on behalf of the Board of directors, I am very pleased to introduce 
the first Sustainability report for Zain Group. this marks a major milestone in the 
history of Zain’s communication to shareholders and other stakeholders.

Zain’s power to impact the world goes well beyond networks, handsets, voice 
and data. Indeed, the mobile telecommunications industry already has broadly 
demonstrated that it is certain to be one of the world’s most transformative forces in 
the 21st century. at Zain, we fully embrace this aspect of our work and relish the ways 
in which our products and services improve the quality of life wherever we do business.

this report demonstrates the ways in which Zain has made tangible contributions to 
socio-economic development throughout the region. Beyond providing the connective 
technology required for commerce to thrive, our value chain extends through 
multiple layers of infrastructural and retail activities to employ thousands of people in 
productive, stable jobs. our capacity-building programs have helped foster the skills 
needed for the telecommunications sector while also encouraging innovation. 

through countless donations, sponsorships, campaigns and programs, our operations 
support the causes and issues that matter most to the local communities. these 
efforts promote knowledge as a vehicle for development and create awareness about 
important social and environmental issues. 

Zain’s Board of directors believes that the only bright future is a sustainable future. 
with our high-performing and efficient network, we will support a thriving community 
where Zain technology is used by the rich and the poor, and the young and the old, 
empowering them to engage with the world around them. 

Moving forward, this annual sustainability report will allow us to share with our 
stakeholders how we have contributed—and plan to continue contributing—to a 
wonderful world. 

I am grateful to his highness the amir of the State of Kuwait Sheikh Sabah al-ahmad 
al-Jaber al-Sabah; his highness the Crown Prince Sheikh nawaf al-ahmad al Jaber 
al-Sabah; his highness the Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Mubarak al-hamad al-Sabah 
and the members of our government for their continued support, which has always 
been essential to our success. 

asaad ahmed al-Banwan 
Chairman, Board of directors
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It is with great pride and enthusiasm that I present the first sustainability report for Zain 
Group. this report will serve as a central platform for communication and engagement 
with our many stakeholders regarding Zain’s strategic approach to sustainability and 
corporate social responsibility (CSr). we will use it to discuss our challenges, share our 
successes, and plan for our future.

Zain has always been a company with a strong heart and soul. our core values of 
Radiance, Heart and Belonging are evident in all aspects of the way we do business–from 
how we treat our employees, to our countless community initiatives, to our cause-based 
advertising. In recent years, we have refined and targeted our approach. this has included 
the creation of a central department for CSr at the Group level as well as at each of our 
operating companies. we look forward to further developing and implementing our 
sustainability strategy, which, like our business strategy, is adjusting to a more focused 
regional operating environment since the sale of our african assets in 2010.

while these “top-down” improvements are essential to organizing and aligning activity 
across Zain, the true highlights of our sustainability performance are in the stories from 
our operating companies. It is at the local level that the impacts of our initiatives are felt. 
this report will convey these stories, which demonstrate what sustainability at Zain is 
truly about. 

In Bahrain, Zain launched the Kingdom’s first-ever e-waste collection campaign. 
Zain Iraq extended its support to the development and training widows Center, 
a non-governmental organization that provides specialized vocational training to 
Iraqi widows. Zain Jordan launched “e-mal,” a mobile banking service to stimulate 
economic development and expand access to micro credit. Zain Kuwait launched its 
“drive Zain” campaign to highlight the dangers of using a mobile phone while driving, 
and in lebanon, our mtc touch operation continued to concentrate on minimizing its 
environmental impact. In Saudi arabia, Zain was honored by the King Khalid awards for 
its leadership in Smart Philanthropy, and Zain Sudan deployed solar power solutions at 
26 of its network base stations to reduce reliance on diesel fuel. and this is only a small 
selection of our impactful, locally targeted initiatives throughout our operating countries.

at the center of all of these initiatives—and essential to all of our successes—are Zain’s 
talented and dedicated employees. Being a “Zainer” is a badge of honor, and our 
extended family of Zainers is one of the highest-performing workforces in the industry. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank them for their tireless service in 2011 and 
their continued support on our sustainability journey. 

finally, I would like to invite our stakeholders—whether shareholders, employees, 
partners or community members—to provide feedback on this report. we hope to 
encourage dialogue with our stakeholders so that we may work in partnership toward 
shared objectives. By publishing this report, we are “taking a stand” in emphasizing 
our long-term commitment to actively managing, measuring and communicating our 
contributions to a wonderful world. Coupled with our annual report, I am confident that 
this Sustainability report will offer readers a true and comprehensive picture of both our 
performance and our ambitions. 

I would like to extend my gratitude to our employees, our customers, our shareholders 
and the general public for their continued support to Zain as we progress on this 
sustainability journey. 

nabeel Bin Salamah 
Zain Group Ceo
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Company Overview
Zain, formerly Mobile telecommunications Company 
(MtC), was established in 1983 by an amiri decree in 
Kuwait. MtC was the first mobile telecommunications 
company to be launched in the Middle east. In 
2007, MtC was re-branded as Zain, which became 
the Group’s corporate brand. the Zain brand and its 
promise – a wonderful world – capture the energy, 
inspiration and diversity of the Group’s customers, 
employees and other stakeholders. 

Zain has enjoyed continuous growth and innovation 
since its founding, establishing commercial presence 
in 23 countries across the Middle east and africa. In 
2010, in a strategic move to refocus on the company’s 
core region, Zain sold 15 of its african operations to 
Bharti airtel. In 2011, as a result of the geopolitical 
separation of Sudan into two countries – Sudan 
and South Sudan – Zain successfully completed the 
separation of the respective networks, and a new 
management team is now in place in South Sudan. In 
September 2011, the first Zain call was successfully 
completed in South Sudan, using the new country’s 
allocated code (+211).

as a leading telecommunications operator in the 
region, Zain provides mobile voice and data services 
to 40.3 million active customers. our commercial 
presence extends across eight countries, with 
operations in Bahrain, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait, lebanon, 
Saudi arabia, Sudan, and now South Sudan. Zain 
manages the mtc touch operation in lebanon, 
which is owned by the lebanese State.

Zain is headquartered in Kuwait and is listed on the 
Kuwait Stock exchange (KSe) as a publicly traded 
company, with no restrictions on shares as the 
company’s capital is 100% free float. our largest 
shareholder is the Kuwait Investment authority,  
which has an equity stake of 24.2%. 

Zain Group owns a 25% stake in Zain Saudi arabia 
(formally Mobile telecommunications Company Saudi 
arabia), which is traded on the Saudi Stock exchange 
as a Saudi joint stock company. 
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Our Values
our mission at Zain is to be the leading global mobile operator, providing professional, world-class mobile and 
data services to all our customers. we aim to achieve this by exceeding our customers’ expectations, rewarding our 
employees, and providing a sound return for our shareholders. Meeting these objectives, we believe, will be key to 
creating a wonderful world. 

Zain has three core values that support this vision and shape our brand identity.

radiance
leading the way with imagination and vision, bringing joy, color, 
and richness to our business environment.

heart
living our lives with courage and resolve, engaging our spirit and 
touching emotions.

Belonging
Being part of the fellowship and community spirit that transcends 
cultural and geographical boundaries.

our values also underlie our commitment to social responsibility. 
In the spirit of Radiance, Heart, and Belonging, we contribute to a 
wonderful world through our relationships with our stakeholders and 
consideration of our environmental impacts. this means extending 
our role in the community beyond providing telecommunications 
services, and addressing the most pressing needs of our communities 
as well as mitigating emerging sustainability challenges. 
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Governance
at Zain, our corporate governance is not only about the way in which the Board of directors oversees the running 
of our company; it is also about our accountability to shareholders and other stakeholders. Zain is the largest publicly 
traded company on the KSe and we abide by the standards required by the KSe and other regulatory authorities for 
transparency. we issue quarterly reviewed and annually audited financial statements, quarterly earnings releases and 
investor relations presentations. 

Zain’s governance structure includes our Board of directors and executive Management. one member of the Board 
is appointed by the government of Kuwait, while others represent shareholder groups. five members of the Board 
are independent with no major equity in the company and no control or influence on the executive management. 
the Board Chairman is a non-executive officer and all management functions are independent. Board members are 
non-executive and any matters of concern that might create conflict of interest are discussed by the Board and the 
appropriate actions are taken.

Members of Board of Directors

mr. asaad aHmed al banwan, CHairman

mr. abdulaZiZ yaqOub al nafisi, deputy CHairman

mr. Jamal aHmed al kandary, bOard member

mr. waleed abdullaH al-rOudan, bOard member

mr. Jamal sHaker al kaZemi, bOard member

ms. sHaikHa kHaled al baHar, bOard member

mr. abdul-mOHsen ibraHim al fares, bOard member

mr. bader nasser al-kHarafi, bOard member
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the Board has four committees overseeing audit, Strategy, legal and Investment decisions, headed by 
different members. Board remuneration, based on business performance, is voted on at the annual General 
Meeting and disclosed in the annual report. at present there is no linkage between board compensation 
and sustainability performance. 

Zain has an Investor relations department to facilitate communication between shareholders and the 
Board. Shareholders are able to provide feedback to the Board through its committees and at the annual 
General Meeting. our employee Share option Plan (eSoP) provides a mechanism for employees to share in 
ownership of the organization. Shareholders also have access to the Chairman for grievance resolution if all 
other mechanisms are exhausted.

the Board of directors oversees how management monitors compliance with risk management policies 
and procedures and reviews the adequacy of the risk management framework in relation to these risks. the 
Board is assisted in its oversight role by the Internal audit and the Group risk Management departments. 
Zain has identified risks in the following areas that are pertinent to our sector and our operations.

Primary Sustainability Risks

Financial
the Group’s use of financial instruments exposes it to a variety of financial risks,  
including market risk, credit risk, foreign exchange risk, and liquidity risk.

Environmental
environmental risks include costs associated with waste management and energy use.

Health and Safety
health and safety risks include transport-related incidents, infrastructure development 
and concerns regarding radiation impacts.

Supply Chain
our supply chain risks arise from increased outsourcing of services.

General Corporate Responsibility
Zain has both risks and opportunities in integrating sustainability within business  
risk management and business continuity management, and increasing employee 
and customer awareness. 

Regulatory
the mobile telecommunications industry is heavily regulated and Zain faces risks if host 
governments increase the tax requirements, change the management agreements,  
impose new penalties or open up the markets to additional competition.
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as a company operating in seven countries, we also face several specific regional economic risks. for example, the 
lack of political stability due to unrest in Bahrain has had a negative impact on the national economy, and in Iraq, 
security issues coupled with ethnic violence have made the business environment extremely challenging. In Sudan, 
our operations are faced with increased taxes and fluctuations in the currency valuation—and the separation between 
Sudan and South Sudan, and the subsequent political unrest, has added further strain. In Jordan, we face economic 
and commercial challenges; in Kuwait, the saturated market impacts our ability to grow. the management teams of 
our individual operating companies works in cooperation with the Group management team in Kuwait to proactively 
address and mitigate these risks.
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Message from CSR
CSr Zain Group is privileged to lead the production of the first sustainability 
report. this marks a critical milestone in our sustainability journey and represents 
a key element of our commitment to greater levels of transparency and 
accountability across our organization.  
 
It has given zain great pride throughout this process to hear from all of our 
operations about their remarkable efforts. we thank them for their commitment 
and dedication. we are committed to making this report a vehicle for their 
continued success. 
 
following the sale of 15 of our african operations in 2010, we have realigned our 
sustainability approach to the new strategic goals of the organization, in addition 
to the pressing needs of our communities.  
 
Given this context, our efforts in 2011 were concentrated at the country level to 
address local needs. My colleagues at each Zain operation have helped to initiate 
numerous programs that have helped support local communities.  
 
Moving forward, we plan to work more closely as a Group on sustainability issues 
and opportunities. In 2012, we plan to create a Sustainability Performance System 
for the Group that will allow us to evaluate and monitor our performance against 
a set of common key performance indicators.  
 
we also plan to enhance our stakeholder engagement methods in 2012, starting 
with a CSr-specific survey that will address internal stakeholders, partners and 
vendors. through this survey, we aim to understand current awareness of our 
initiatives and other priority issues and concerns.  
 
we look forward to taking the next steps in this journey and reporting on our 
progress next year. 

 
CSr  
Zain Group
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the principles of sustainability and corporate social responsibility (CSr) are very much a part of the Zain brand 
identity. we understand it is our responsibility to carry out our operations in a sustainable manner, managing the 
social, environmental and economic impacts – both positive and negative. further, we believe that a proactive 
approach to addressing sustainability uncovers significant opportunities for the business. 

we recognize that every community has unique challenges and opportunities for economic development, social 
empowerment, and environmental stewardship. Zain has taken a local approach to addressing these needs and 
priorities. each Zain operation has a dedicated CSr department that works with local stakeholders to understand 
community needs, identify partners, and implement initiatives. 

In addition to the numerous community development initiatives we have launched throughout our operations, 
we have created an environmental and social management plan (eSMP), which is designed to minimize potential 
social, cultural and environmental impacts that could result from the expansion and operation of our cellular 
telecommunications networks. 

the eSMP guidelines were developed to address the International finance Corporation’s Performance Standards 
on Social and environmental Sustainability.

Zain is a member of the Global System for Mobile Communications association 
(GSMa), which represents the interests of the worldwide mobile communications 
industry. the GSMa has taken a leadership role to outline guidance and standards 
regarding many topics related to sustainability and CSr. for example, Zain 
collaborated with the GSMa in the development of Mobile Privacy Principles, which 
were launched in 2011. the principles describe the way in which mobile consumers’ 
privacy should be respected and protected. 

our environmental and social management plan 
(eSMP) addresses three main areas: 

general OperatiOns: the eSMP provides 
recommendations and guidance on how to monitor 
resource use and reduce the volume of resources 
used through reduction, reuse and/or recycling across 
our operations. 
 
netwOrk rOll-Out (site aCquisitiOn and 
COnstruCtiOn): the eSMP provides guidance 
on how the selection of antenna sites must take into 
account not only the technical parameters, but also 
socio-economic, historical, cultural, environmental 
and health and safety factors. Stakeholder 
consultation is a key aspect of the site selection 
process. our design, construction and management 
practices and a robust monitoring program are 
devised to limit the environmental and social impacts. 
 
site OperatiOn: Proper environmental and safety 
precautions are taken in the maintenance of our 
sites, including the delivery of generator fuel and 
repairs by technicians, who often have to climb the 
towers. the guidelines also address issues of noise 
and waste disposal. 
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Stakeholder Overview
Zain defines stakeholders as those who impact or are impacted by our business. this table provides a high level 
illustration of how we approach stakeholder engagement across our operations. our sustainability report represents 
one of the ways we are responding to stakeholder priorities to increase transparency and communication.



21Our stakeholders How we engage stakeholder priorities Our response

CUSTOmERS
40.3 million 
active customers

•	 assist in retail shops 
•	 Serve customers through call 

centers 
•	 Send text messages
•	 Conduct surveys (customer 

satisfaction, store experience, 
and brand tracker)

•	 Provide information on Zain 
websites

•	 Interact on social media 
channels

•	 Maintain customer service teams

•	 reliable service
•	 Innovative service
•	 affordable service
•	 accessible service
•	 Variety (products and services to 

fit different lifestyles)
•	 ease and clarity of billing
•	 Information security and data 

protection
•	 fast and efficient complaint 

resolution
•	 high quality customer care

•	 Invest in our networks
•	 Provide customers with access to 

the latest technology
•	 launch tailored products in each 

market with options for prepaid 
and postpaid customers for both 
voice and data

•	 offer support through customer 
care teams

•	 Provide online services and 
billing options

•	 operate call centers with different 
language options

Shareholders and 
Investors
largest shareholder 
is the Kuwait 
Investment authority 
(24.2%)

•	 Communicate through Investor 
relations department 

•	 Issue quarterly financial 
statements

•	 Issue quarterly earnings releases 
•	 Provide investor relations 

presentation
•	 Issue annually audited financial 

statements
•	 host annual General Meeting

•	 Strong return on investment
•	 transparency
•	 Clear communication regarding 

company strategy
•	 Management excellence

•	 Increase profitability
•	 Increase customer base 
•	 Provide frequent updates 

through Investor relations 
department

•	 Increase transparency
•	 Maintain revenue assurance 

department

Employees
More than 6,339 full 
time employees 

•	 distribute internal 
communications (e-mail, posters, 
SMS)

•	 Conduct performance appraisals 
•	 execute employee engagement 

Survey
•	 hold team meetings

•	 Job security and satisfaction
•	 employee benefits
•	 opportunities for development, 

growth and skills development
•	 Competitive salary
•	 working for a company that 

matches their values
•	 access to international conferences 

and networking opportunities

•	 offer competitive benefits 
package

•	 deliver training programs
•	 encourage open door policy
•	 Provide various volunteer 

opportunities and host 
employee events

general Public 
and Community 
Institutions 
neighborhoods near 
base stations, media, 
nGos and charities, 
associations, 
foundations, schools, 
universities and 
hospitals

•	 hold face-to-face and phone 
meetings

•	 attend meetings and 
conferences

•	 Participate in community events 
and make presentations

•	 distribute health and safety 
information

•	 Provide information on Zain 
websites

•	 Minimal visual and noise 
disruptions

•	 Commitment to upholding 
health and safety standards

•	 address priority community 
needs (such as education, health 
and economic development)

•	 Support locally relevant CSr 
activities

•	 engage with neighborhoods 
in site selection with increased 
transparency

•	 Provide information about health 
and safety of network base 
stations

•	 upgrade generators to models 
with silencers

•	 Install camouflage solutions for 
base stations, where applicable

Business partners
Suppliers, 
contractors,  
and distributors 

•	 hold face-to-face and phone 
meetings 

•	 Communicate through e-mail
•	 discuss and negotiate contracts 

and terms
•	 Provide guidelines on 

expectations for performance, 
including health and safety and 
environmental management, 
when appropriate

•	 favorable terms
•	 timely payment
•	 Job opportunities for individuals 

and small-medium sized 
businesses

•	 encourage discussions with 
relevant departments, including 
procurement and sales

•	 Conduct periodic evaluations 
•	 Improve our processes, when 

necessary

government and 
Regulators
Kuwait Stock exchange 
(KSe), Capital 
Markets authority 
(CMa), national 
telecommunications 
regulators, and 
ministries of 
communication

•	 Publish annual report
•	 hold face-to-face meetings
•	 Participate in advisory 

committees
•	 Participate in conferences
•	 release official letters
•	 attend meetings and 

presentations

•	 access to telecommunications 
services for citizens

•	 taxation revenue 
•	 Compliance with regulations 

such as health and safety and 
consumer protection

•	 Comply with laws and 
regulations

•	 Publish annual reports 
•	 Maintain open direct channels 

with public officials

Industry Peers and 
Associations
GSMa and 
International 
telecommunication 
union

•	 attend meetings and 
conferences

•	 Participate in working groups

•	 Collaboration among industry 
peers

•	 advancements in 
telecommunications industry, 
including access

•	 wider reach and higher quality 
of product and service delivery

•	 well-coordinated and mutually 
advantageous partnerships

•	 Participate in GSMa Green 
Power working Group

•	 Joined the GSMa Mobile 
alliance against Child Sexual 
abuse Content

•	 Collaborated with GSMa on 
development of Mobile Privacy 
Principles

•	 launch issue-based campaigns
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•	 only 27 out of 100 people in Zain’s countries 

of operation are internet users 

•	 a driver using a phone is four times more 
likely to have an accident 

•	 81% of mobile users feel that safeguarding 
personal information is very important. 
41% will limit their use of mobile phones 
if stronger safeguards are not put in place

•	 launched the “drive Zain” campaign in 
Kuwait and reached 21,000 university 
students with messages about responsible 
use of mobile phones while driving

•	 Collaborated on the development of Mobile 
Privacy Principles

•	 launched hSPa+ in lebanon and Jordan; 
4G in Saudi arabia

•	 Set up 170 sites to provide coverage to more 
than 175,000 people in 500 remote villages 
in Saudi arabia

the heart of Zain’s business is to connect people. our products and services 
connect families and friends, help businesses meet their needs, and interlink 
the world. telecommunications products, such as videoconferencing, 
telecommuting and distance learning, have become necessary and integral 
tools in daily business and personal activities. Specialized communications 
tools are utilized in almost every industry, enabling billions of individuals to 
connect with one another, regardless of geographic location.

In line with our commitment to making communications more affordable and 
accessible for all, we continue to provide innovative services to bridge the 
“digital divide” between those with ample access to technology and those 
without. we take pride in caring for our customers, giving them access to the 
latest technology. we also place a strong focus on promoting the responsible 
use of our products. 

far more than just voice and data, our products and services represent a 
powerful force for development and advancement capable of improving 
the quality of life in the communities in which we operate. In this way, our 
products and our customers—the core components of our business—
represent a large aspect of our sustainability approach and impacts.

at Zain, we pride ourselves on our market-leading innovative products and 
services. In 2011, we focused on expanding high-speed mobile internet 
services, creating voice and messaging bundles and launching the latest smart 
devices to suit our customers’ needs and purchasing power. we also partner 
with hospitals and banks to provide value-added services such as text message 
alerts and safety tips.

one of our 2011 highlights was the launch of broadband services using the 
latest hSPa+ technology in Jordan and lebanon, allowing customers to enjoy 
high-speed Internet usage on their mobile devices. 

Zain was the first mobile network operator in the region (and one of the first in the world) to commercially launch the 
4G long-term evolution (lte) network, starting in Saudi arabia. 4G lte technology enables wireless transmission 
of large amounts of data at an unparalleled speed. It can also accommodate more applications such as video 
conferencing, high definition content, video blogs, interactive games and video downloads on social networking 
sites, bringing ideas and people together at faster rates than ever before.

Our netwOrk: prOviding aCCess tO milliOns

bahrain iraq Jordan kuwait lebanon saudi 
arabia sudan 

# of customers 508,000 12,435,000 2,751,000 2,103,000 1,839,000 7,567,000 13,060,000

Population covered 100% 94% 99.98% 100% 99% 89.1% 87%

Capital investment in network 
infrastructure (uSd)

55 million 114 million 24 million 106 million
not 
applicable

190 million 295 million

as a mobile telecommunications 
operator, we believe it is one 
of our core responsibilities to 
promote safe and responsible use 
of mobile phones while driving
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Providing Access through our Network
there have been countless studies showing that telecommunication services stimulate social and economic development. 
not only do telecommunications allow access to key social services, such as health, education, agriculture and sanitation, 
but they are also vital to community safety and national security. Given the recent uprisings in the Middle east, particularly 
with the advent of the arab Spring, we have seen telecommunications play a key role in helping people voice their 
opinions. It is the availability and sharing of information that has the ability to transform societies.

the united nations recognizes the importance of these services and has a specific target as part of the Millennium 
development Goals to “make available benefits of new technologies, especially information and communications” in 
cooperation with the private sector. we support this goal and have been actively working with our partners to increase 
access. the number of mobile cellular subscriptions in the region has almost tripled in the last five years, from 126 
million in 2006 to nearly 350 million by the end of 2011, according to the International telecommunications union (Itu). 
this translates to a mobile-cellular penetration of 97%, which is 10% higher than the world average. we are proud of the 
contribution we have made to the spread of access in the region. despite the growth of mobile phone use, internet use 
remains quite low; the Itu estimates that by the end of 2011, only around 30% of the population in the arab States was 
using the internet. through the expansion of our mobile broadband offerings, we hope to contribute to broader internet 
use in the region. 

our many communities have diverse demographics with different wants  
and needs. to increase access, we design special offerings for:

•	rural communities

•	People with disabilities

•	low income populations

•	foreign workers and displaced people

•	Youth and students

of the countries in which we operate, Sudan has the lowest rate of mobile cellular subscriptions, followed by lebanon 
and Iraq. It is both our business and social aim to provide people in these countries with access to the benefits of 
mobile services. one of the ways we do this is to lower the entry costs for customers. Prepaid service is one of the most 
effective offers for customers who prefer flexible payment terms. In addition to standard prepaid offers, Zain Sudan offers 
a special commercial product that aims to lower the entry barrier for business owners and charges international tariffs 
in 30 second intervals at a reduced cost. Per second billing packages are also offered to customers to support access 
while minimizing costs. Zain Iraq also offers a per second billing package to lower the market entry costs. additionally, 
to support education professionals, Zain Iraq offers tailored packages for the Iraq teachers union.

Source: Itu world telecommunication/ICt Indicators database

Mobile-cellular subscriptions, 2010

75.8
107

160.8
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our responsibility is not only to provide access, but also to ensure the reliability and availability of our services. Zain Iraq, 
for example, has a field-based team that reports service issues and ensures products are stocked at point of sale locations. 
Periodic “test drives” are conducted in each region to ensure service reliability in covered areas as well as any missing 
spots in a newly established commercial or industrial area. Call center reports are also analyzed to identify issues raised 
and evaluate ways in which they can be resolved. through our business continuity planning, we work to make sure that 
our network will be available despite potential natural disasters or security threats to our base stations. 

Zain JOrdan expands teleCOmmuniCatiOns aCCess aCrOss pOpulatiOns

Zain Jordan has excelled in assessing the needs of various populations in Jordan and finding solutions for 
them. For example, Jordan is home to many Egyptian foreign workers, so Zain created a special product for 
these workers with reduced tariffs to call Egypt. 

In 2011, Jordan received an influx of people escaping from the recent political turmoil in Syria and Libya. 
Zain Jordan identified opportunities to create a special product offering focused on their unique circumstances 
and telecommunications needs. These offers will be launched in 2012.

Low-income populations often struggle to get access to telecommunications because of high entry costs. 
In an effort to lower the barrier of entry for many customers in Jordan, Zain partnered with the Jordan Kuwaiti 
Bank to allow customers to purchase laptops, tablets and handsets in installments, thus lowering the entry cost 
to provide an equal opportunity to access. 

Zain Jordan found that rural populations with low disposable income were most concerned with simply 
obtaining access to broadband services and less concerned about high-speed functionality. Accordingly, Zain 
focused on providing access by introducing a lower-speed service at lower rates.

Zain saudi arabia partners witH tHe universal serviCe fund

For rural and remote inhabitants, telecommunication services offer the opportunity to gain access to a wealth 
of information, allowing individuals to make more informed decisions, faster and more effectively. 

Recognizing the information and communications technologies (ICTs) as a key driver for economic 
development, social and cultural enrichment, and national development, the Ministry of Communications 
and Information Technology in Saudi Arabia established the Universal Access and Universal Service Policy, 
which states that “The Government of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia considers access to ICTs for all segments 
of society to be an essential element of its development strategy.” The policy sets out principles and 
conditions relating to providing universal service and access to ICTs. To promote and implement this policy, 
the Communications and Information Technology Commission (CITC) established the Universal Service Fund to 
finance networks and services expansion to areas that are in commercially unprofitable underserved zones. 

In 2010, Zain was honored to be selected by the CITC to provide telecommunications services and broadband 
data transmission to remote residential communities in provinces in the Jazan, Al-Jawf and the Northern 
Border regions. In 2011, Zain set up 170 sites to provide coverage to more than 500 villages, which will reach 
an estimated 175,000 people when they are completed in 2012. 
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peOple witH speCial needs reCeive tailOred serviCes

Standard equipment used for telecommunications products often do not account for the challenges faced by 
the special needs segments. For example, those who are hard of hearing may require additional amplification 
on their speakers in order to hear clearly, or those with visual impairments may not be able to access the 
video content for a distance learning course. Some customers with physical disabilities, such as restricted 
hand function, cannot access the key pads on a standard phone. Despite these challenges, specially designed 
telecommunications products and services can help people with disabilities overcome barriers. 

Each of our operations evaluates the needs of customers, and many offer tailored products designed 
specifically for people with special needs. For example:

•	 Zain Saudi arabia developed a service for hearing impaired customers focused on video calls to meet 
their needs. 

•	 Zain Bahrain created special packages for the hearing and speech impaired. 

•	 Zain Kuwait launched a new service plan for people with special needs, including people with physical or 
mental disabilities. 

•	 Zain Jordan has plans to introduce a bundled product for the deaf and mute in 2012 that will include free text 
messaging and video calls. 

In addition to offering services for people with special needs, Zain also has many related charitable programs 
aimed at contributing to the quality of life for people with disabilities. To read more about our charitable 
programs see page 46.

Encouraging Responsible Use of Our Products 
and Services
while telecommunications products provide many benefits for society, they can also have some negative impacts, 
the most concerning of which may be the growing number of traffic accidents caused by distracted drivers using 
mobile phones. using mobile phones can cause drivers to take their eyes off the road (visual distraction), minds off 
the road (cognitive distraction) and hands off the steering wheel (physical distraction). 

the world health organization’s 2011 report, “Mobile Phone use: a Growing Problem of driver distraction,” 
suggests that there is a four times higher risk of crash involvement for those driving and using a mobile phone than 
for those not using a phone. the report recommends several ways to proactively address the issue, including public 
awareness campaigns. In line with this recommendation, our “drive Zain” campaign marked our first effort to take a 
stand in the area of safe driving. this will continue to be a focus for us in the future as we expand the program across 
our operating companies. 

Zain believes that the pace of change within the mobile 
sector has made it necessary to offer child-friendly mobile 
communication services while guaranteeing safety from 
online abuse. Zain Saudi arabia launched a new package 
in 2011 designed specifically for children. one main 
feature is the safety controls that protect children from 
being exposed to unsuitable content. Calls can also be 
banned at certain times, and a special contact list can be 
created to block or divert any chosen number. Zain also 
formally joined the GSMa Mobile alliance against Child 
Sexual abuse Content.
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kuwait launCHes “drive Zain” awareness Campaign 

Traffic accidents account for an alarming number of fatalities in the region, and the increasing use of 
mobile phones has exacerbated this critical issue. Drivers who choose to hold their phone while driving – 
whether to talk, text or play games – are distracted and risk their lives as well as the lives of others.  
As a mobile service provider, we believe it is one of our core responsibilities to promote safe and 
responsible use of mobile phones while driving. 

In cooperation with the Ministry of Interior Traffic Department, Zain Kuwait launched the “Drive Zain” 
campaign in June 2011 to capture drivers’ attention, and make them pause and rethink their habits. Slogans 
such as “Ignore your best friend,” “Reject your mom’s call” and “Hang up on your wife” highlight the 
importance of not being distracted while driving.

The multimedia campaign utilized a mixture of TV, print, 
billboards, radio, talk shows, interviews, and social media 
networks such as Facebook and Twitter to share its message.

Zain Kuwait also held road shows to visit private and 
government schools and universities where approximately 
21,000 youth were exposed to messages of safe use of 
mobile phones while driving. These youth were invited to 
attend awareness sessions to participate in the development 
of applications and ideas as part of interactive competitions. 
More than 20,000 educational coloring books were distributed 
to younger children to help them learn the importance of safe 
driving and more than 20,000 headsets were distributed to 
targeted age groups.

Caring for our Customers and Communities 
we take great pride in caring for our customers, and we believe our focus on customers is critical for maintaining and 
increasing our market leadership. to ensure that we can engage with our customers to understand their needs and 
answer their questions, Zain operates call centers with staff who speak multiple languages.

we measure rates of satisfaction and then work to continually improve customer experience. each operation has its 
own practices and policies for ensuring customer satisfaction. 

Zain Bahrain, for example, has invested heavily in creating a retail environment that is focused entirely on 
enhancing the customer experience. By using interactive, informative, and entertaining technologies, Zain 
Bahrain provides a unique and tailored experience to customers while also garnering further insights into 
their interests. engaging customers online is another priority for Zain Bahrain, which offers a series of online 
presentations, lectures and workshops to interact with its customers. Bi-annual customer satisfaction and brand 
tracker surveys aim to understand customer needs and gain insights for products. additionally, Zain Bahrain 
conducts quarterly retail shop experience surveys. 
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as part of our management approach to ensuring quality, we encourage our operating companies to apply 
applicable standards from the International organization for Standardization (ISo). the ISo 9001:2008 specifies 
requirements for a quality management system that ensures an approach to meeting customers’ quality preferences 
and applicable regulatory requirements. our operations in Bahrain, Jordan, Kuwait, Saudi arabia and Sudan are 
certified against this standard. 

Part of our responsibility to our customers is to protect the privacy of their information. a 2011 GSMa study 
found that 81% of mobile phone users think safeguarding their personal information is very important, and 41% 
will limit their use of apps and services unless better safeguards are put in place. Zain shares this concern and has 
committed to working with the global mobile industry and various stakeholders to further protect customer privacy. 
Zain collaborated with the GSMa in the development of Mobile Privacy Principles, which were launched in 2011 to 
address concerns and foster confidence and trust for mobile users. the principles describe the way in which mobile 
consumers’ privacy should be respected and protected. 

as part of our commitment to information security and protecting customer privacy, our operations in Bahrain, 
Jordan, Kuwait, lebanon, Saudi arabia and Sudan have applied information security management systems that 
fulfill the requirements for the ISo 27001:2005 standard. this standard specifies requirements for establishing, 
implementing, operating, monitoring, reviewing, maintaining and improving a documented Information Security 
Management System within the context of the organization’s overall business risks.

our customers are not the only ones impacted by our products and services – we regularly work with communities to 
address concerns about health as well as visual and noise pollution. 

although the world health organization (who) and other researchers have found no evidence of direct health 
risks, we are aware that some customers and local communities still have concerns about the health impacts 
of mobile devices and masts, particularly from radiofrequencies. we take these concerns seriously and work 
with the national authorities in each of our operating countries to comply with regulations and standards for 
radiofrequency. If a concern is raised regarding the health and safety effects of the network towers, we present 
stakeholders with reports and findings from regulatory agencies and other international sources on the health 
and safety implications of mobile masts.

Zain JOrdan exCels in CustOmer satisfaCtiOn

Zain Jordan commissions customer satisfaction surveys on a bi-annual basis. The survey identifies the strengths 
and weaknesses of the mobile operators in Jordan across the different aspects of customer experience. For 
example, the survey measures their experiences using the network and visiting branches as well as their 
experience with the call center. The survey aims to understand customer perceptions related to prices, offers 
and promotions and other value added services. Additionally, the survey looks into specific aspects of Zain 
Jordan’s prepaid and postpaid services.

Zain Jordan has the highest level of customer satisfaction among peers and improved its overall customer 
satisfaction score from 7.80 out of 10 in 2010 to 8.22 out of 10 in 2011. 
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Zain kuwait serves kuwait’s diverse pOpulatiOn

At Zain, we create a wonderful world for our customers by making 
it easy and affordable to connect to friends and family all over the 
world. We offer products and promotions that show an appreciation 
for the diversity of each of our customers. Diversity is especially 
prevalent in Kuwait where only about a third of the population 
is Kuwaiti. The majority of expatriates come from India, Egypt, 
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Philippines and Sri Lanka. To serve these 
customers we ensure that the diversity of our call center staff reflects 
the diversity of our customers. By speaking to them in their local 
language we are better able to understand their questions and needs 
and identify solutions.

As a special thank you to loyal customers, Zain Kuwait offers a variety 
of promotions to connect family and friends during cultural holidays. 
These offers reflect the diversity of Zain’s customers. To celebrate 
Philippines Independence Day on June 12, Zain offered a 50% 
discount on all SMS messages and a 20% discount on all international 
calls to the Philippines. A similar offer was also aimed at the Egyptian 
community to commemorate Revolution Day on June 23, a national 
holiday in Egypt. During Kuwait’s national celebrations in February, 
Zain offered all customers a special offer, paying for half of the call 
time they used.

reduCing visual and nOise pOllutiOn 

As the region experiences rapid growth and 
development, we have expanded our network 
to accommodate the needs of the growing 
population. This kind of expansion is accompanied 
by the requisite infrastructure of additional 
network sites and large antennas, which can cause 
“visual pollution.”

Another concern relating to the proximity of our 
infrastructure can be the noise pollution generated 
from our network equipment. Zain makes every 
effort to ensure that in these areas, we comply with 
health and safety regulations. When we expand our 
network in an area, a stakeholder consultation 
is included in the site acquisition process. 

To reduce noise pollution, our operating companies 
install reduced-noise generators.

Further, where possible, Zain also shares sites with other mobile operators, in order to reduce the number 
of necessary base stations and benefit from the shared technologies as well as the diminished operating costs.

Standard cellular antennas are critical for delivering service, but are often considered eye-sores for the 
community. To reduce visual pollution, the company has increasingly invested in camouflage solutions such 
as “palm tree” sites and wall-mounted antennas. This is a particular priority at key religious sites and public 
gardens in Saudi Arabia, Kuwait and Sudan, and areas of natural beauty, such as the Jeddah seashore.
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the “Zain Great Idea” competition 
was launched in 2011 in Kuwait to 
reward individuals with the best 
business ideas with the opportunity 
and resources necessary to 
develop their ideas further

OUR ECONOmIC ImPACTS 31The Challenge In 2011, we…
•	 30% of the population in the arab region is 

between 15-24 years of age but only 32% of 
this group is employed

•	 By 2020, 50 million new jobs will have to 
be created in the arab region just to keep 
unemployment figures at the same level

•	 67% of adults in the arab region are 
“unbanked”

•	 about 9% of women in Iraq are widows

•	 achieved 8% customer growth

•	 earned uSd 1.033 billion in net profit

•	 reached uSd 7.925 billion in shareholders’ 
equity

•	 Increased consolidated revenues to $4.791 
billion, a 2% rise from 2010

•	 received 800 new business ideas for the 
“Zain Great Idea” Competition in Kuwait

•	 Placed 50 women in jobs through Zain 
supported widows Center in Iraq

•	 reached 26,949 mobile banking users 
in Jordan

 
Zain operates in some of the world’s most challenging markets. Some of our 
operations—such as those in Iraq, Bahrain and Sudan—work within volatile 
geopolitical circumstances where societal tensions can often lead to economic 
disruptions. others—such as those in Kuwait, Jordan and Saudi arabia—
operate in highly saturated markets, where new subscriber growth and market 
share are increasingly difficult to attain. the volatility in our markets can 
create an unpredictable business climate, due to fluctuating commodity costs, 
rapidly shifting customer demographics, and a variety of tax regimes.

despite these circumstances, we take pride in our solid financial performance, 
which makes us a reliable provider, a consistent partner, and a pillar of support 
in the economies where we operate. 

further, we believe we have a responsibility to think beyond our own 
economic sustainability to make important economic contributions wherever 
we operate—the success and growth of our business not only impacts our 
shareholders, but also a much broader group of economic stakeholders. 

the wages we pay our direct employees support nearly seven thousand 
families, and the jobs created through our contractors help bring prosperity 
to communities across our countries of operation. our suppliers and business 
partners grow through their relationships with Zain, and our broad network of 
outlets provides thousands with the opportunity to sell service plans to people 
in their local communities. our capacity-building programs help empower 
people with critical skills to work in the telecommunication sector. these 
programs target a range of community members, including youth, university 
students and even widows. 

But our economic impact doesn’t end there. our products and services 
play an essential role in supporting commerce, with businesses small and 
large across the region relying on Zain-provided technology for their daily 
transactions. for example, Zain Saudi arabia’s Injaz package is designed to 
support operational efficiency and levels of productivity of private sector 
customers by reducing mobile communication expenses. 

we also have agreements with major banks that allow customers to pay their bills via atMs, e-banking services 
or bank hotlines, reducing transaction costs and saving time. even in the most remote areas of the region, mobile 
banking has made new dimensions of economic activity accessible to many more people. 
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Delivering Strong Financial Performance
Sustained financial performance is a central aspect of our sustainability as a company. It gives us the means to grow 
and create jobs, earns the trust and continued support of our shareholders, and empowers us to spread the benefits 
of economic diversification. Zain is currently in a strong financial position, has no major debt, and has a favorable 
debt to equity rate. 

In 2011, we continued to achieve positive results and enhanced our competitive edge while also making rational 
investments in our network. the year was marked by the successful restructuring of the Group and our subsidiaries 
with our concentrated focus purely on operations in the region, including Sudan, following the sale of the african 
assets in June 2010.

with the expansion of our customer base, which increased by 8% from 2010 numbers to reach 40.3 million people, 
we have built a momentum that we hope will continue in the future to maintain our unique competitive position 
and the largest customer market share in most of our operating countries. 

the Group achieved consolidated net profit of uSd 1.033 billion in 2011, compared to uSd 1.022 billion in 2010 
on an operating level. our consolidated revenues rose 2% from 2010, reaching uSd 4.791 billion. earnings before 
deducting the interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization (eBItda) reached uSd 2.176 billion, reflecting a 1% 
increase from in 2010. we were able to achieve this success despite the residual negative impacts of the global 
financial crisis.

we have always been committed to paying dividends to our shareholders. In 2011, our total shareholders’ equity 
amounted to uSd 7.925 billion at the end of the year.

In 2011, our share price declined from over 1.500 Kd (uSd 5.39) to 0.900 Kd (uSd 3.23). the fluctuations in the 
share price over the past 12 months reflect the following major factors:

1. etisalat’s unsuccessful acquisition of 46% of the outstanding shares of Zain for a price of Kd 1.700 (uSd 6.1) 
in the first quarter of 2011.

2. the distribution of a cash dividend of 200% or its equivalent (200 fils per share) to registered shareholders on 
the closing day of the General assembly meeting (april 12, 2011).

3. Political and economic disruptions in the region affected the overall market, particularly in the 2nd quarter of 2011.

4. the lack of an agreement in highly anticipated negotiations relative to the potential sale of Zain Group’s 25% 
equity stake in Zain Saudi arabia (to a consortium including Batelco and Kingdom holding Company).
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finanCial perfOrmanCe: direCt eCOnOmiC value generated and distributed

2010 2011

 (million Kd)  (million uSd)  (million Kd)  (million uSd)

revenues 1,351.7 4,719.3 1,321.9 4,790.6

Cost of Sales 354.8 1,238.6 353.9 1,282.7

operating Costs (distribution, 
Marketing & operating expenses; 
General & administrative 
expenses; and provisions)

381.1 1,329.4 367.6 1,332.3

operating Profit 449.5 1,570.6 429.7 1,557.1

net Profit* 1,087.8 3,762.8 317.5 1,150.9

retained earnings 1,006.6 3,579.7 516.5 1,855.7

dividends paid 653.9 2,282.5 773.9 2,804.1

dividends paid to non-
controlling interests

10.5 36.6 7.6 27.7

Payroll (sum of wages, social 
security costs, share-based 
payments)

114.9 400.4 77.0 279.0

finance Costs paid 80.8 281.9 27.8 100.9

Proceeds from/ (repayments of) 
bank borrowings (net)

-1,342.8 -4,686.8 318.4 1,153.7

Income tax payments 38.6 134.8 38.2 138.3

Kuwait foundation for 
advancement of Sciences

4.2 14.5 1.8 6.6

national labor Support tax and 
Zakat

5.5 19.3 6.8 24.7

*2010 financials include a capital gain of Kwd 770.4 Million (uSd 2,562.7 Million) from the sale of the african operations, excluding Sudan.
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Building Capacity in the Region
the future stability and prosperity of the arab world will depend on its economies’ ability to transform from being 
commodity-based to being knowledge-based economies. a knowledge-based economy has an infinitely higher 
capacity to adapt, diversify and grow in pace with a rapidly changing world. It does not depend on finite natural 
resources to thrive, but on innate human talent. In the arab world, however, the mismatch between supply and 
demand in the quality and quantity of a skilled labor force that will support this knowledge-based economy is 
amongst the region’s most pressing challenges. 

we believe that the shift to a knowledge-based economy is the only adequate solution to the region’s deepest socio-
economic challenges, such as high unemployment among young people (the youth unemployment rate is 68% in the 
Middle east) and overdependence on fossil fuels. this transition will require a broad set of interventions and changes 
on the parts of businesses and governments alike. education and skills development systems must be more oriented 
towards preparing the workforce for the labor market of the future. as a leading telecommunications company, we 
recognize the responsibility we have to help build the capacity of the next generation of job seekers. 

Zain’s most powerful catalyst toward a knowledge-based economy is the support we provide in skills development 
for young people and the access to information through the technology we provide to our customers every day. 
In addition to this, we have several proactive programs aimed at focused capacity building.

one of our key programs to support youth in their development is our future university 
network (f.u.n.) program, which targets university students and aims to bridge the gap 
between education content and private-sector requirements. this program has been 
designed to give university students the opportunity to gain experience and nurture 
their corporate skills under the guidance of Zain experts, who will prepare them for the 
rigors of the job market or the challenges of entrepreneurship. the program is more than 
just an internship – we invest in these youth to help them grow professionally through 
teamwork, collaboration, training and practical field work. after moving through the 
program, they serve as brand ambassadors for Zain. 

the program takes different shapes in Kuwait, Jordan and Bahrain – but the common theme is building the capacity 
of students for the next generation of leaders. 

new graduates reCeive training at Zain sudan 

Over 20 years of civil war and recurrent natural disasters have left Sudan with weakened socio-economic 
infrastructure, affecting educational institutions. According to the United Nations Development Programme: 
“the mass displacement of people has created a vacuum in rural areas, destroying established economic 
structures and pushing the remaining population into marginal jobs. Furthermore, Sudanese youth have often 
been separated from families and communities, deprived of the basic education, social and vocational skills 
needed for acquiring sustainable livelihoods.”

To help give these young graduates an advantage in the job market, Zain Sudan established a one-year 
training program for new graduates at its calling center, the first of its kind in the country. This program helps 
give them essential training and skills that they can bring to future employment opportunities as part of the 
Sudanese workforce. Zain Sudan also recognized the challenges for people with disabilities in joining the 
workforce, so it made a special effort to reserve 5% of the positions for graduates with disabilities. Since the 
launch of the program in 2009, more than 2,034 trainees have participated.

teleCOm COurses Offered in iraq

Zain depends on a skilled workforce, but in Iraq, Zain found that many graduates lacked critical knowledge 
about the telecommunications industry. To address this need for enhanced vocational training in the country, 
Zain Iraq developed partnerships with several local universities. The resulting one-month course aims to 
prepare selected students each year for careers in the telecommunications industry. 

The classes are accredited by Baghdad and Al Nahrain Universities and are now a requirement for graduation 
for all telecommunications majors. More than 50 students have completed the training course and are now 
better prepared to contribute to the advancement of the telecommunications industry. 
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Zain saudi arabia suppOrts yOutH develOpment tHrOugH sHabab tamOuH prOgram

Employment for young people is a major challenge 
in the Arab region. The region faces a demographic 
“youth bulge,” with 30% of the population between 
15-24 years of age. However, the unemployment rate 
in this group is high, at approximately 68%.

Saudi Arabia has one of the highest youth 
unemployment rates in the region. Recognizing that 
the lack of training and development programs was 
one of the greatest barriers to youth employment, Zain 
Saudi Arabia launched the Shabab Tamouh program, 
in 2010 to prepare university students for their 
professional careers, ensuring they have the right skill 
sets for the labor market. 

The program offers motivated students the opportunity to experience first-hand business practices through 
a structured curriculum while opening communication channels between students and the job market. 
Each year, the members receive special training at Zain’s offices on topics such as business, motivation and 
telecommunications. Throughout the year, the youth work on a number of projects and activities, including 
support for the Zain Saudi Arabia Annual General Meeting for shareholders. They have also supported 
philanthropic activities such as Orphan Day, blood drives, the Iftar Ramadan project, and Eid Al Adha 
Hospital visits. Due to student’s growing interest in the program, Zain Saudi Arabia expanded it significantly, 
doubling the budget to SAR 1,000,000 (approximately USD 267,000). In 2011, the program grew from 36 
members to 77 members.

Zain e-learning Center prepares baHrainis fOr teCH-driven future

In a survey of business leaders from 18 countries across the region, only 54% of Arab CEOs expressed 
confidence that their national education systems were capable of producing students with adequate skills to 
keep up with the pace of development.

Zain recognizes that computer literacy is one of the critical skills required for a knowledge-based economy 
that will drive growth across the region. Zain Bahrain has a long-standing partnership with the University of 
Bahrain to support the Zain e-learning Center, which focuses on preparing society, and youth in particular, for a 
tech-driven future. Zain Bahrain provided an initial contribution of BHD 310,000 (approximately USD 822,000) 
in 2004 to establish the Zain e-Learning Center and continues to provide an annual contribution of BHD 25,000 
(approximately USD 66,000) to support facility upgrades. Each year, the center caters to nearly 17,000 students 
and faculty alike. 

Zain iraq spOnsOrs widOws Center

As a result of ongoing war and turmoil, Iraq has a large and 
growing number of widows who need to support their families 
but lack key job skills. The Iraq Ministry of Planning estimates 
that about 9% of the country’s women are widows equating to 
approximately 900,000 females. To address this community need, 
Zain Iraq sponsors the Center for the Training and Development 
of Widows. The center’s goal is to help Iraqi widows by providing 
courses and training on topics such as English, nursing, child care, 
photography, sewing and computer science as well as helping 
them find job opportunities throughout Iraq.

This program has already helped about 50 women gain employment and 15 of the women were hired by Zain 
Iraq to care for children at Zain’s on-site nursery. With advanced skills and opportunities for employment, 
these widows are better able to provide for their families. Zain Iraq also contributes to the Center’s awareness 
programs that reach 1,350 women.
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Supporting Community Economic Development
Zain’s value chain contributes to broad economic development across our areas of operation. the most direct 
economic benefit we provide is the creation of jobs. we pride ourselves in creating jobs for local nationals in each of 
our operating companies, all of whose management teams are primarily composed of local nationals.

while we employ thousands of people directly to work at Zain, we support many more jobs indirectly. we rely heavily 
on our distributors and franchises to reach customers to sell our products. through this approach, we empower 
people to become entrepreneurs with their own business. Zain also works with a variety of contractors who support 
the expansion and maintenance of our network. 

bahrain iraq Jordan kuwait saudi arabia sudan

3 distributors 
1,500 outlets 
including recharge 
cards

19 distributors 
128 outlets

6 distributors
4,000 outlets
23 franchise shops

23 distributors 
231 outlets

6 distributors 
186 outlets 
11 flagship stores

48 distributors 
30,628 outlets

one of the biggest economic impacts we have at Zain is helping to connect our customers with the world around 
them. economic activity is increasingly conducted online and we feel strongly that access to internet and mobile 
services is an essential component for people in order to increase economic opportunities. 

the expansion of our mobile financial service offerings is also contributing to economic development. Zain Jordan 
and Zain Bahrain offer mobile financial services and significant regulator consultation and effort has been exerted 
during the course of the year in Iraq, Sudan, and Saudi arabia to work towards the introduction of such services in 
these markets. typical mobile wallet services include international remittance, utility bill payment, retail purchases, 
mobile phone top-up and bill payment. 

mObile banking in JOrdan suppOrts eCOnOmiC develOpment

It is estimated that 78% of the population in Jordan is “unbanked” (without 
access to financial services). With a customer base of more than 3 million 
customers, Zain Jordan is in a unique position to be able to provide 
financial services, via mobile technology, to help drive economic growth 
and development. “Zain E-mal,” a mobile financing service, was launched 
in 2011 and made available for all Zain Jordan customers. Zain E-mal is a 
virtual “wallet” account that allows customers to make direct cash deposits 
or credit transfers at different touch-points, using their mobile device. It 
offers a simple, fast, and secure way to manage money and to track financial 
transactions, while creating efficiencies to save time, transportation and 
paper. By the end of 2011, 26,949 “wallets” were active for use. 

To enhance the impact of this service in Jordan, Zain formed a partnership 
with Tamweelcom, a Noor Al Hussein Foundation project that allocates 
microcredit in Jordan. This partnership allows entrepreneurs receiving 
microcredit assistance from Tamweelcom to pay their microcredit monthly 
installments through their E-mal mobile-wallets. The service helps 
Tamweelcom’s 23,000 clients who live in remote areas to conduct financial 
transactions via their mobile phones. 

It also removes obstacles that have hindered access to Tamweelcom’s funding in the past, and reduces costs. 
In the future, Tamweelcom plans to provide loans through Zain E-mal services.

OUR ECONOmIC ImPACTS 
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“Zain great idea” suppOrts entrepreneurs in kuwait

In Kuwait, Zain saw the need to inspire creativity 
and innovation to drive economic and national 
development and growth. In 2011, Zain Kuwait 
launched the “Zain Great Idea” competition inviting 
Kuwaitis to come up with new business ideas. Zain 
partnered with Cubical Services Project Management 
Co. and Kuwait Small Projects Development Company 
to reward those with the best ideas with the resources 
to make their business dreams a reality. Each of the 
800 submissions were reviewed by a panel of judges 
and the three winning ideas received KD 400,000 
(approximately USD 1,436,008), professional guidance, 
and a contract with Cubical granting them the space 
and resources they need to grow. 

To build on the this competition, Zain Kuwait is partnering with Cubical Services again and plans to conduct 
a series of seminars, workshops and lectures that will serve as educational tools for the entrepreneurial 
community. As part of this initiative, Cubical Services will be providing the services needed to launch these 
businesses, such as advisory, business plan creation, financial projections and administrative assistance.
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OUR PEOPLE The Challenge In 2011, we…
•	 54% of arab Ceos believe recent graduates 

carry the right skill sets

•	 only 38% of arab Ceos believe there is an 
ample supply of qualified national labor

•	 the Middle east and north africa placed 
6th out of 8 regions in the world Bank’s 
Knowledge economy Index

•	 unemployment among females in the Middle 
east is nearly 10% higher than among males

•	 Provided 22 hours average training per 
employee

•	 Improved employee satisfaction rates from 
2010 levels

•	 Provided vocational training to 175 young 
trainees through university telecom courses 
and our Mobile Maintenance training Center

•	 Provided work experience to more than 
200 youth through our f.u.n. and Shabab 
tamouh programs

•	 Set employee compensation at 75% of 
market rates

Values define what it means to be a Zainer. Zainers are energetic, passionate, diverse, and innovative 
individuals who are at the forefront of our success. they shape our unique workplace culture, which 
we consider to be the foundation of our company. they also play a significant role in developing our 
brand’s strength and dynamism by living our values of Radiance, Heart, and Belonging. 

we view our employees as our most valuable assets, and invest heavily in their development. we aim to 
make Zain a highly engaging and satisfying place to work, where top talent is developed and individual 
potential is tapped. we view this not only as an imperative factor for our success, but as a key way to 
address one of the region’s greatest challenges: a shortage of technical capacity and employable skills.

 

Zain HR Philosophy
we strive to make Zain’s work environment supportive and enjoyable for our employees. our “5f” hr 
Philosophy, which underlies Zain’s workplace culture includes our top workplace values:  
Future, Freedom, Fortune, Fitness, and Fun.

Future: our clear and compelling vision for the future of Zain makes us a competitive employer, 
helps us attract the best talent, and prepares us for long-term growth. 

Freedom: we will do everything possible to eliminate any restrictions against the free and 
responsible movement and expression of our employees. we believe that all employees have the right 
to work in an environment which is safe and free of intimidation and harassment. 

Fortune: we have seen Zain change from a local service provider to a regional and 
international player in the telecommunications arena. this has opened doors to acquiring more 
knowledge, experiences, and competencies through direct involvement with people from many 
countries and exposure to modern technology. 

Fitness: we evaluate individual abilities and competencies in order to determine the 
right fit for teams and enable individuals to freely participate in all activities. this helps us identify 
opportunities for professional development and enhance job satisfaction.

Fun: we believe that the joy of achievement enhances the quality of results. we therefore strive 
to create a supportive and satisfying environment where Zainers will thrive and enjoy their work. we 
want to enjoy what we are doing and we want to make it easy for our customers to see that we enjoy 
serving them. 

39
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profile of Our people

number of full time employees 6,339

number of part time, contract and temp employees 2,483

total number of employees (all contract types) 9,440

Percentage of male employees (all contract types) 71.6%

Percentage of female employees (all contract types) 28.4%

average return to work rate after maternity leave across operating companies 98.9%

Percentage of national employees  (all contract types) 89.6%

Percentage of expatriate employees (all contract types) 10.4%

number of new hires 1,360

employee turnover 16.0%

*a detailed breakdown can be found in the appendix

our human resources (hr) team heads the planning, implementation and management of our hr policies and 
procedures, making every effort to apply leading practices. Group hr offers support and services to our operating 
companies, creating standards, uniform structures, and a common overall approach for hr professionals across our 
operating companies. they provide a platform for exchange of success stories and initiatives from the operating 
companies, so that hr and other department professionals can leverage each other’s strengths and build on them, as 
well as learn from each other’s mistakes.

an annual employee engagement survey is conducted at all operating companies to “take the pulse” of the 
organization and generate leading indicators that help us to improve employee productivity, engagement and work-
life balance. detailed reports from each operating company and functional units are analyzed by gender, contract 
level and tenure of employee. this level of analysis gives us greater insight into the issues and challenges that 
our employees face, and helps us to address them proactively. we were pleased to see that our efforts to involve 
employees resulted in increased levels of engagement in 2011, particularly in Kuwait and Iraq. one highlighted 
finding of the survey was that values are very important to Zainers – our employees want to feel that Zain reflects 
their values in policies and in the quality of services provided. our focus on sustainability is just one way that we work 
to show our values. 

It is our vision to be and remain an ‘employer of Choice’ in the region. to this end, we aim to:

•	 Continue building our employees’ capacity in functional, behavioral and leadership skills

•	 Support a healthy organization by measuring employee engagement and ensuring a caring culture 
and work-life balance

•	 remain a financially competitive employer, ranking in the top quartile for total rewards across the markets 
in which we operate 

•	 exceed nationalization requirements and associated local laws 

emplOyee Care at Zain grOup

With the sale of Zain’s African operations in 2010, there was a significant reduction in employees at 
Zain Group headquarters, due to the decreased staff requirement for effective central oversight. In 
2011, recognizing the need to maintain trust with Group employees following the downsizing exercise, 
Zain introduced the Employee Care program to address employee issues, claims and special cases. 
The strategy centers on ensuring a continuous focus on timeliness, accuracy, efficiency, effectiveness, 
employee service and quality to resolve both basic and complex issues. 
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Offering Leading Benefits and Compensation Packages 
to foster an environment that promotes employee growth, satisfaction and loyalty, Zain provides employee benefits 
that are amongst the most competitive in the regional market. through our international network we offer our people 
a choice of location and flexibility in our working arrangements. we aim to set compensation at a competitive 75th 
percentile of market rates, and periodically survey the market to ensure that compensation levels reflect consistent 
purchasing power in the various national economies in which we operate. our compensation meets or exceeds the 
minimum basic wage in every operating country. at Zain, we have a merit-based compensation system and do not 
discriminate based on personal characteristics or beliefs. 

our employees form the foundation of our success at Zain and we share our success through our employee Share 
option Plans (eSoP). In 2011, 16,885,520 shares were approved for our eSoP. we believe this program is critical for 
reinforcing the idea that we are all owners of Zain and helps provide extra incentive for top performance. By focusing 
on our shared success for the future, we aim to encourage retention where our employees have a long-term interest 
in building their careers at Zain. 

we asked employees: 
“what do you like most about your employment with Zain?” 
 
here are some of their responses: 

“I love the opportunities it provides me with and the richness of the experience…I believe Zain 
has a lot of smart people from whom I can learn and look up to. I know for a fact that this is one 
of the best companies to work for, and I am proud to be associated with the company and of 
the work I do.” – Zain Jordan employee

“the fact that I am working in an outstanding telecom company and the trainings and 
seminars/workshops provided to the employees.” – mtc touch employee in lebanon

“I like the way that Zain gives great opportunities and challenges to all employees, you can see 
your idea coming to life if you work hard enough to make it happen.” – Zain Kuwait employee

Zain JOrdan and iraq prOvide On-site CHild Care

To support working mothers, our Jordan and Iraq 
operations provide employees with an on-site day 
care center for children. This benefit has helped 
working mothers stay close to their children while 
working at Zain and continuing to advance in the 
organization. This benefit is used by 116 employees 
in Jordan. Zain Iraq has made a special effort to 
hire approximately 15 Iraqi widows to work in 
the nursery. These widows are graduates of the 
Development and Training Widows Center Zain 
supports. The center provides relevant training to 
qualify these women to care for the children.
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Zain leads in prOviding seCurity and insuranCe benefits in iraq

We operate in some of the most challenging sociopolitical environments in the world, and therefore have a 
special responsibility to protect our employees. Zain not only offers medical insurance for our Iraqi employees 
for travel to countries around the world, but we provide Zainers with 24/7 worldwide security assistance under 
a plan called “Red24.” This plan provides our Iraq-based employees and their families with a 24/7 emergency 
security evacuation service in the event of a life-threatening situation. Zain is the first organization to offer this 
kind of program in the Iraqi market. As a part of our continued commitment to our employees in Iraq, Zain 
plans to enroll Zain Iraq under the Group Insurance Plan in April 2012 and also hopes to enroll them under the 
Group Life & Disability plan as well.

Zain values remain strOng in baHrain

Zain Bahrain has taken extra strides to embed the values of radiance, heart and belonging among employees. 
The year 2011 was marked by political turmoil and violence in Bahrain, but despite the broader unrest in the 
country, the Zain family remained united. One of the clearest examples of Zain Bahrain’s success in building a 
strong employee culture was expressed by a Zainer when she said that the atmosphere of friendship and the 
lack of discrimination had ensured that all Zainers could stand together against sectarianism:

“I’m truly glad I work for Zain Bahrain because here we are one family and have no discrimination to divide 
us,” she said at a meeting to strengthen the spirit of belonging at Zain Bahrain. “Zain’s spirit, and the sense of 
belonging and the togetherness we have at Zain, is special.”

Providing Development and Training Opportunities
to prepare Zainers for the future, we aim to enhance and develop their leadership skills. we believe that the 
continuous development of our employees is crucial to sustaining our leadership in the market and as an “employer 
of choice.” to this end, Zain academy was established in 2007 to centralize the learning and development of Zainers 
under one umbrella. Zain academy offers the following programs to employees:

•	 Hr aCademy: the hr academy is an internal certification for hr employees to expand their hr skill sets. this 
program is part of our approach to standardizing hr philosophy, principles, tools, models and language across 
our operations.

•	 OrientatiOn and On-bOarding: our orientation and on-boarding trainings offer new employees 
an introduction to Zain. this training covers topics such as the Zain vision and mission, strategy, values, 
organizational structure, management philosophy and outlook, and rights and duties associated with being a Zain 
employee. 

•	 managing at Zain: Part I of our Managing at Zain program addresses hr for non-hr managers, who learn 
how to select, develop, manage and retain their employees. Part II focuses on the four aspects of management 
science: Planning, leading, organizing and Controlling.

•	 Zain way tO market: this program addresses the basics of Zain’s branding and marketing strategy for all 
employees. 

•	 tHe extraOrdinary leader: as part of our extraordinary leader program, managers receive a 360 
assessment about their leadership effectiveness and then create a development plan for improvement. 

•	 tHe extraOrdinary perfOrmer: this program for employees in non-managerial positions is designed to 
help develop early leadership skills. 

•	 mObile teleCOms explained: this program is designed for non-technical staff and helps provide an 
essential overview of the telecommunication network system. 

•	 internal COnsulting & COaCHing: this program helps Zain’s support staff, particularly in hr and from 
the Group, to improve skills of contracting, diagnosing, developing solutions and debriefing their internal clients 
using a coaching approach. 
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training across our Operations

total number of training hours for full time employees 136,965 

average number of training hours per full time employee 22 

all Zainers receive regular performance and career 
development reviews that help us identify their 
strengths and areas for improvement. through the 
reviews and utilization of screening and assessment 
tools, we are able to recognize exceptional 
performance and identify qualified Zainers for 
accelerated development tracks and allocation to 
key positions. Creating challenging and enriched 
roles for top performers facilitates the creation of 
in-house leaders and a technical expertise pipeline. 
this is a key part of our succession planning for 
sustainable growth and improvement.
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Promoting Health and Safety 
Protecting the health and safety of Zainers is a top priority at Zain. our 
culture of safety is evident in our low rate of work-related lost-time 
injuries (only three incidents in 2011, and two in 2010).

Key to our health and safety approach are our Group Safety 
Guidelines, developed by our risk Management Steering Committee 
to inform the health and safety practices of our operating companies. 
our health and Safety Management System is based on the 
internationally recognized occupational health and Safety advisory 
Services (ohSaS) 18001:2007 standards for occupational health and 
safety, and also integrates the ISo 9001:2008 standards for quality, 
ISo 27001 Standards of Information Security, BS25999 Standards of 
Business Continuity and ISo 14001:2004 standards for environmental 
protection. this specification enables the company to identify and 
control work-related health and safety risks, prepare emergency 
response plans, and improve overall performance. 

Zain’s safety procedures are also outlined in Zain’s environment and Social Management Plan (eSMP), which has guidelines 
for occupational health and safety with procedures and policies for employees and contractors. topics covered in the 
guidelines include workplace air quality, workplace noise, electrocution, work in confined spaces, hazardous material 
handling and storage, radio frequency and mechanical hazards.

Zain maintains continuous improvement in health and safety by setting specific objectives based on hazard categorization 
and monitoring and documenting the achievement of these objectives. to protect our workers on site, employees and 
partners undergo periodic training by our safety and security specialists. additionally, personal protective equipment is 
supplied in accordance with ohSaS standards and delivered to all personnel that require it.

to mitigate health risks, we conduct annual health awareness sessions. we also have third-party administrators follow 
up with hospitals and clinics to assess any rise in health issues we should be aware of. all of our contractors are 
required to follow Zain Guidelines, which include safety requirements and insurance obligations for their staff.

Working Ethically
our strong sense of values is one of the main drivers of employee pride at Zain. these values are not only present in 
our extensive charitable work, but also in our day-to-day operations. first and foremost, they are represented in the 
commitment we have to working ethically and with integrity. 

•	 risk and compliance review: at Zain, we are committed to following the laws and regulations in our countries 
of operation as well as our own internal guidelines, which often go above and beyond the minimal legal 
requirements. our dedicated team from the revenue assurance department works to eliminate cases of fraud 
and all Zain operations are analyzed for risks related to corruption. Key business areas are reviewed at least 
once a year and other non-critical areas are evaluated every two years. our approach to managing human rights 
concerns is based on compliance with existing laws and regulations that protect the rights of people in our 
countries of operation.

•	 employee training: upholding Zain’s values is the responsibility of every employee. each of our operating 
companies establishes its own programs for promoting a culture of integrity. for example, Zain Jordan has 
targeted awareness messages on the importance of information security. we are in the planning stages of 
developing workshops across our operations on corruption for all employees and look forward to providing an 
update on this plan in the next sustainability report.

•	 Process, policies and procedures: each of our operating companies has tailored processes, policies and 
procedures for promoting ethical behavior within their organizations. they monitor incidents of discrimination, 
corruption and information security breaches and take corrective actions such as warnings and when necessary, 
dismissals. for example, Zain Kuwait has its own Code of Conduct that is approved by Kuwait Ministry of Social 
affairs. Violations to this Code of Conduct result in initial written notification and other corrective actions; 
in 2011, 50 actions were taken. Zain Jordan carefully monitors issues of corruption and discrimination and took 
29 disciplinary actions in 2011.
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Zain kuwait gOes abOve and beyOnd Caring fOr COntraCt wOrkers

Zain Kuwait’s culture of hospitality includes service of tea and other beverages 
to employees and guests during the course of the working day. Zain Kuwait 
outsources this work to a contractor who manages the labor force of primarily 
expatriate workers. As part of our extended Zain family, these workers, or “tea 
boys,” are respected for their role in making Zain a welcoming and hospitable 
organization.

As a reflection of our values, the procurement department in Kuwait helps to 
make sure that these workers are treated with compassion and fairness and 
builds in provisions to contracts that go above and beyond the local labor law. 
For example, salaries were increased 33% in 2009 and the workers have a fixed 
overtime rate if their help is needed for an event or exhibition. They also receive 
an annual bonus according to their length of service and they receive additional 
financial support on a monthly basis from the divisions in which they work. These 
workers receive room and board as part of their employment contracts, and Zain 
conducts periodic checks to ensure that their living conditions promote a safe 
and healthy environment. 
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Zain reminds people to be generous during the 
holy Month of ramadan. Generosity comes from 
the heart and can be as simple as a prayer for 
someone or the gift of life by donating blood

The Challenge In 2011, we…
•	 15% illiteracy rate among adult population in 

our operating countries

•	 34,000 physicians in Iraq in the 1990s have 
decreased to 16,000 in 2008

•	 the adolescent population (aged 10-19) in 
our countries of operations is roughly 19% of 
the total population 

•	 demand for health care services in the GCC 
is expected to increase by 240% by 2025

•	 received 432 short story and novel 
submissions for the eltayeb Salih International 
award in Sudan

•	 adopted 8 schools as part of the Madrasati 
initiative to help 2,688 students in Jordan

•	 Supported 3,300 disabled children through 
Zain Saudi arabia’s ramadan initiative

•	 Provided adult literacy courses to 6,550 
illiterate adults in Iraq through the amar 
foundation

as a responsible and active member of the 
community, we have a long-standing commitment 
to supporting the communities in which we operate. 
our values of radiance, heart and belonging drive 
us to care for those in need, to empower those with 
passion and to build the future generation of leaders. 

our approach to addressing community needs 
is highly “localized.” we actively engage with 
community leaders and develop community 
programs that address key needs in each of our 
operating countries. we aim to remove obstacles that 
prevent the growth and sustainability of not only our 
own operations, but of the local society itself. 

we often focus on the recurring themes of youth 
empowerment and education, caring for those 
in need and access to health—all of which are 
consistently important across each of our operating 
countries. the average rates of primary school 
participation in our countries of operation are well 
below global averages and the average rate of adult 
illiteracy is 15%. adolescents comprise an average of 
19% of the population in our countries of operation 
and will soon be entering the workplace. 

however, we cannot look just at averages. each country faces unique challenges 
and opportunities. for example, the urban vs. rural population percentages across 
our countries of operation range from 40% in Sudan to 98% in Kuwait – this requires 
different approaches for corporate social responsibility.

In addition to addressing these critical issues, we also work to support and protect the 
unique cultural heritage that exists across our countries of operation. for example, Zain 
Jordan annually celebrates with Jordanians on the occasion of Independence day. In 
Kuwait, Zain supports a month long festival, hala febrayer, which is marked by Kuwait’s 
national and Independence days. In northern Iraq, Zain celebrates nawrouz day, the 
celebration of Spring season.

In meeting critical community needs, we also enhance the Zain brand. we seek to 
show our stakeholders, including our customers, employees and community members, 
what we stand for as a company. not only do we provide an important service to our 
customers, but we also help create a wonderful world. 
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Zain sudan suppOrts arts and Culture

Sudan boasts a rich heritage of culture and literature, which  
stems from a mosaic of Arab and African influences. Years 
of internal conflict and the displacement of its people have 
reinforced the importance of preserving this heritage, and  
Zain is proud to support this effort. 

The late Eltayeb Salih is an important figure in Sudanese 
literature, celebrated for immortalizing his country in the 
internationally recognized novel “Season of Migration to the 
North.” Following his death in 2009, Zain Sudan launched the 
annual Eltayeb Salih International Award, which awards a prize  
for the best short story or novel submitted. The competition 
drew an impressive 432 submissions from 34 countries, which 
were then reviewed by a special advisory board. The winners 
were honored in February 2011. Zain hopes that this Award will 
help turn the month of February into an extravagant cultural 
festivity to encourage a thriving artistic community in Sudan.

 Empowering Youth Through Education
the Middle east and north africa region is currently experiencing unprecedented growth in its youth population. 
our countries of operation have an adolescent population (aged 10-19) of 3.5 million – this is roughly 19% of the 
total population. 

the youth segment is the most important demographic for Zain. not only will children and adolescents be the 
leaders of the future, but we also hope to provide them with telecommunications services when they enter the 
market as customers. throughout our countries of operation, we have supported initiatives to improve classrooms, 
fund scholarships for exceptional youth and encourage greater use of technology. 

education is a key driver of development. despite considerable progress in the arab world, the united nations 
reports that improvements in the accessibility, affordability and quality of education needs to be a top priority 
to achieve the goal of universal primary education. unfortunately, in some of the countries where we operate, 
education of school-age children can be a challenge due to politically unstable environments or gender inequalities 
in accessing education. the importance of a solid educational foundation is a central feature of the Millennium 
development Goals, one of which aims “to ensure that by 2015, children everywhere will be able to complete a full 
course of primary education.” 

at Zain, we believe that investing in the promotion and enhancement of core competencies will strengthen both our 
future prospects for the employment of local nationals, an important factor in our hr procedures, as well as boost 
the economy as a whole. with that aim in mind, Zain has implemented numerous initiatives to support this goal and 
achieve community enhancement.

Zain sCHOOls prOvide sudanese CHildren witH COnduCive learning envirOnment

Zain Sudan has a long-standing commitment to improving schools 
and education facilities. The youth literacy rate in Sudan is 89% for 
males and 83% for females, compared to world averages of 92% 
for males and 87% for females. Only about 20% of youth attend 
secondary schools, well below the world average of about 50%. Often 
those in greatest need of education in Sudan are the ones that have 
least accessibility or capital for it. 

Responding to this growing challenge, Zain constructed and rehabilitated six schools in low-income 
communities. In addition, Zain has provided rehabilitation and support to more than 150 schools. Zain has also 
provided 20,000 school uniforms and 500,000 exercise books to Sudanese children.
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sHaikHa Hessa girls sCHOOl in baHrain reCeives new teCHnOlOgy

Another area in which our activities support the Millennium Development Goals is in the promotion of gender 
equality and female empowerment. We believe this should start at a young age. 

Recognizing that technology in the classrooms can give school children access to a much broader array of 
educational resources, Zain Bahrain has leveraged its technology capabilities to sponsor interactive boards in 
two classrooms at the Shaikha Hessa Girls School. These boards are accessible to the student body to give 
them an additional “toolkit” in their academic environment. As part of the partnership, the school also uses 
several services offered by Zain.

 

Zain partners witH JOrdan’s queen rania fOr madrasati initiative

The “Madrasati” initiative in Jordan was launched by Her Majesty 
Queen Rania Al-Abdullah for the renovation and maintenance of 
public schools in Jordan.

Madrasati brings together businesses, non-governmental organizations, 
and communities, as well as the Ministry of Education, to rejuvenate 
500 schools over a five year time frame. This program is about more 
than repairs and upgrades – Madrasati takes a long-term approach to 
design programs to enhance existing curricula and enrich learning.

As a key partner in the initiative, Zain provides more than $600,000 for 
maintenance, infrastructure, and educational programs. Zain also organizes a number of activities at the 
adopted schools. Since 2008, Zain has adopted eight schools through this initiative to reach 2,688 students. 
Zain’s commitment to this initiative will run through 2013 when the fifth phase of the project is complete. 

Supporting Access to Health Care
recognizing the necessity of essential health services for a thriving community, Zain has worked throughout the 
region to bring health care to rural communities and under-served populations. In addition, there are several 
programs to bring new facilities and state-of-the-art health care technology to Zain’s communities. 

Many of Zain’s operating companies are located in geopolitical contexts that create barriers to accessing primary 
health care. In Sudan, for example, with the political unrest and displacement of hundreds of thousands of civilians, 
the need for medical services is critical—especially in certain regions of the country. In Iraq, the need for qualified 
medical professionals is immense, with a ratio of 1:1 for nurses to doctors, well below the standard average of 3:1. 
Zain understands the unique needs of our communities and is working to alleviate the impediments faced in gaining 
access to a more comprehensive and extensive health care system. 

Zain iraq partners witH amar publiC HealtH prOgram 

Zain Iraq has built a partnership with the Amar International Charitable Foundation, which has seen the 
rehabilitation of the education and health infrastructure in south and central Iraq. Zain’s support enables the 
Foundation to provide high-quality preventive health care outreach services to families, communities and 
schoolchildren, raising health awareness and reducing the incidence of preventable disease. 

The Amar Foundation is able to reach over 50,000 people with its fully-equipped health care facilities. This 
includes mobile clinics, which are helpful in delivering services to people living in rural communities (only 66% 
of Iraq’s population is urban-dwelling). The Foundation provides care for reproductive health, tuberculosis 
monitoring and case detection, and primary health care clinic services. It is our hope that the Foundation’s 
work contributes to achieving the Millennium Development Goal to reduce child mortality and improve 
maternity health. In addition, Zain’s funding sustains an education program providing adult literacy classes for 6,550 
previously illiterate men and women. 
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Zain suppOrts HealtH Care tHrOugHOut sudan

Zain recognizes the tremendous need for improved health services in Sudan and works with more than  
14 hospitals in the region to provide critical support. Over 80% of health care available in South Sudan 
is provided by international NGOs, with limited access to rural regions. Only 40% of the Sudanese people 
live in urban environments so expanding access to health care is a significant challenge. 

Zain identified the need for an advanced immunology laboratory at the Khartoum Dermatology Hospital to 
treat patients with skin ailments, including skin-related ailments for patients weakened by AIDS. Prior to the 
launch of the new lab, all tissue samples had to be sent abroad for diagnosis. Now the hospital serves as a 
diagnostic center as well as a unique research entity that is better able to serve patients. 

Zain also found that there were no health services at Magaser, an isolated island in Sudan, where Zain 
employees and customers live. Zain built a new health center in Magaser, which now serves more than 
7,500 people.

In 2012, Zain plans to donate three mobile clinics to Nomadic communities in Sudan who suffer from  
preventable diseases. 

sHOOf Zain prOvides eye Care in kuwait

Zain Kuwait supports Vision 2020, a joint initiative of Kuwait 
University, the World Health Organization (WHO), and the 
International Agency for the Prevention of Blindness (IAPB). 
A preliminary project for eye care for the elderly has been 
conducted in joint cooperation between the Kuwait University 
and the Kuwait Ministry of Health. As a part of the partnership, 
Zain funded several eye care projects, including a fully-equipped 
mobile care unit with facilities to detect eye disease.

Zain mObile CliniC serves JOrdan

Since 2002, Zain Jordan has operated a mobile 
clinic to provide free health services to more than 
100,000 children in remote, poor rural areas around 
the kingdom. The clinic also provides free dental 
treatment to children in addition to offering free 
medication. The clinic facilitates transfers of patients 
to the Ministry of Health hospitals and health centers 
for additional treatment, when needed. 
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Caring for Those in Need
Caring for those in need is a core part of Zain’s culture: our value of radiance is about bringing joy and color to the 
world, and our value of belonging is about being a part of the fellowship and community spirit. our commitment 
to radiance and belonging leads us to care for our fellow citizens. while these values guide us in our year-round 
activities, they are especially prominent during the holy Month of ramadan. across our operations, we initiated 
a variety of programs such as providing Iftar meals, allowing customers to make charitable donations via their mobile 
phones, providing hundreds of thousands of umbrellas to protect pilgrims performing umrah and hajj from the 
sun, and hosting entertainment events for children and the sick. through our advertising, we further encourage the 
general public to practice generosity, particularly during the holy Month of ramadan.

Zain sudan brings safe drinking water tO villages in red sea state

Although access to telecommunications service has helped the remote 
villages in Sudan’s Red Sea State, access to safe drinking water remains a 
challenge. UNICEF estimates that 40% of the population in Sudan does not 
have access to safe water. The United Nations Millennium Development 
Goals include a target to cut by half the proportion of the population 
without sustainable access to safe drinking water and basic sanitation. 
Water is essential for maintaining stability, fighting poverty, preventing 
disease, and ensuring food security. Lack of access to clean water is a 
leading factor in deaths of children – Sudan has an under-five mortality rate 
of 103 deaths per 1,000 live births, a rate that is almost double the world 
average of 57 deaths per 1,000 live births. To address this critical need, 
Zain Sudan committed to drilling ten wells, which will improve the lives of 
16,750 people. The wells will use solar power and will be completed in 2012. 

Zain saudi arabia suppOrts disabled CHildren during ramadan

Zain Saudi Arabia partnered with the Disabled Children Association for 
a special program in which a portion of the revenue from each call made 
during the Holy Month of Ramadan was donated directly to support 3,300 
disabled children – the more Zain customers connected to their friends 
and family, the more support they helped generate for the children. Zain 
Saudi Arabia also distributed thousands of meals to the pilgrims in Makkah, 
Medina and Jeddah. 

emplOyees in lebanOn prOvide sCHOOlbags tO needy CHildren 

In Lebanon, Zain’s affiliate mtc touch supported disadvantaged children 
during Ramadan by partnering with several charitable associations in 
Lebanon. Employees helped to prepare schoolbags and distribute them to 
needy children throughout the country. This initiative is a favorite amongst 
employees, who enjoy interacting with the children. 

Zain iraq distributes ramadan gift paCkages

Since operations began in Iraq, Zain has become an integral part of the 
country’s social fabric and is involved in the day-to-day lives of many Iraqis. 
During the Holy Month of Ramadan, Zain sponsored the Social Commitment 
Project, which distributed gift packages including a prayer mat, lantern 
and a compass in Mosques across Iraq. The company also distributed food 
packages to needy families in the southern city of Basra.
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the environment is a critical element of 
our wonderful world. Zain’s help the 
environment campaign used a haunting 
tV commercial to shed light on the planet’s 
plight, and was featured in the top 5 on 
adforum.com, a leading information provider 
focused on the global advertising industry.
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•	 Sudan lost about 11% of its forests between 

1990 and 2005

•	 a 2008 study of 6,500 people from 
13 countries around the world found that only 
3% of people recycle their mobile handsets

•	 18 months is the typical rate of mobile 
handset replacement in developed countries

•	 Bahrain, Kuwait and Saudi arabia are three of 
the four most “water stressed” countries in 
the world

•	 Installed 26 solar-powered stations in Sudan

•	 Installed 58 hybrid power solutions  
(40% less fuel than diesel-only) at base 
stations in Sudan and Jordan 

•	 Collected 3,000 handsets for recycling 
 in Bahrain

•	 Selected 1,500 network sites for upgrades 
to smaller generators in Iraq

•	 reduced paper usage in our Jordan office  
by 60%

•	 Participated in the Green Power working 
Group at the GSMa

at Zain, we recognize the urgency of threats to the natural environment. we operate in a region with a high 
susceptibility to the potential negative impacts of climate change, and believe that environmental stewardship must 
be among the top priorities of governments, companies, and individuals alike. we are committed to doing our part 
in respecting the natural environment and generating smarter, more efficient and cleaner ways of doing business.

like most mobile telecommunications companies, the majority of our environmental impacts relate to installation, 
maintenance and operations of our base stations, including the installation of fiber optic cables. as a service provider, 
we do not manufacture goods. our secondary category of environmental impact relates to our office buildings.

our operations have implemented many initiatives to reduce the environmental impacts of our business. these 
initiatives mainly focus on how we can improve the efficiency of our network sites and our offices to conserve energy 
and water and reduce greenhouse gas emissions. we also recognize the opportunity we have to work with our 
employees, customers and the public to encourage them to be better stewards of the environment. we support 
initiatives in our communities related to conservation and recycling.

our environmental and Social Management Plan (eSMP) Guidelines were developed in 2006 and revised in 2009 
to provide our operating companies with procedures for how to reduce their impact on the environment while 
also ensuring the health and safety of our employees, contractors and neighbors (please see page 44) for more 
information on health and safety). the eSMP has procedures for general operations, site acquisition, design and site 
construction, site operation, and environmental impact assessment. a wide range of issues are covered by the Plan, 
including paper and water use, fuel and electricity consumption, protection of biodiversity and disposal of wastes. 
we also have waste disposal guidelines for contractors who are responsible for site maintenance, including refueling.

In addition to these measures, we encourage our operations to strive for business excellence by using standards 
from the International organization for Standardization (ISo). our operations in Jordan, Kuwait and lebanon have 
implemented environmental Management Systems that are certified for complying with ISo14001:2004. this standard 
is designed to help an organization identify and control its environmental impact and improve its environmental 
performance and to implement a systematic approach to setting environmental objectives and targets.

we work with government authorities in the “siting” (site selection) of our base stations to choose locations that 
will increase our coverage while minimizing impacts on the environment. we conduct environmental impact 
assessments to make informed decisions on installations and look for opportunities to use existing facilities for raised 
infrastructure, rather than building on undeveloped land. across our operations, we have only two sites located in 
protected areas; we coordinated with authorities in Sudan to build these two base stations, which cover an area of 
300 m2 in al dinder national Park, thus extending connectivity to the surrounding communities.

another way in which we reduce our environmental impact is by sharing sites with our competitors. Site sharing 
minimizes the costs of network expansion and maximizes the speed of network deployment. Site sharing has the 
potential to be a major contributor to sustainable development as it reduces visual impact, generates revenue on a 
reduced timeline, requires less land, and conserves energy.

a potential environmental hazard from our network operations comes from waste liquid and filter handling when 
servicing diesel generating sets at network sites. though these services are generally carried out by approved 
servicing contractors, Zain provides guidelines and requires that servicing procedures are managed in a safe and 
environmentally friendly manner. Zain guidelines outline how to categorize waste liquids and filters, safe servicing 
requirements, the disposal of used filters, safe transportation, and storage or disposal of waste products. all 
employees who perform waste handling activities are well-trained in the handling and management of wastes.
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Reducing Energy and Emissions across our Network
reducing the environmental impact of our network is achieved primarily through efforts to improve energy efficiency 
and use renewable energy. we continually look for opportunities to upgrade our equipment to models that are more 
energy efficient. for example, in Iraq, 1,500 sites have been selected for upgrades to smaller generators, which will 
result in reduced fuel consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. Similarly, in lebanon, mtc touch is coordinating 
with the Ministry of telecommunication to replace oversized and obsolete generators and to install diesel particulate 
filters and carbon filters which will improve emissions. 

we recognize that these achievements are the result of the creativity and innovation of our people. one example of 
how we are investing in our people to be champions of these efforts is from our Jordan operation, which supported 
an employee in obtaining Certification from the association of energy engineering in energy Management and 
renewable energy.

as this is our first sustainability report, we are still working to build our measurement tools to capture performance 
across our operating companies. In 2012, we will establish baseline data and commit to reporting our energy use in 
the next report. we will also then set targets for energy reduction.

standard netwOrk site

  

reduCing envirOnmental impaCt at Our netwOrk sites

our objectives our Strategies

reduce size of network sites by 
up to 50-75%, where feasible

•	 Installing monopole antennas, which require less space than traditional towers
•	 replacing shelters, which hold equipment, with smaller cabinets 
•	 Sharing sites with other mobile operators to reduce the total number of sites

reduce energy use and 
emissions

•	 replacing old generator models with smaller, more efficient ones
•	 Installing battery hybrid solutions, which requires less fuel than a diesel-only site
•	 replacing equipment shelters with smaller cabinets, which require less cooling
•	 turning off air conditioners during down time and in cooler weather
•	 Sharing sites with network operators to reduce energy consumption by approximately 40%

reduce diesel fuel reliance •	 Installing solar panels to reduce diesel fuel consumption
•	 Installing solar-powered obstruction lights on network towers

reduce visual impact •	 Installing camouflage solutions such as “palm tree”
•	 Installing monopole antennas, which are generally shorter and thinner than standard towers
•	 Sharing sites with network operators to reduce the number of visible towers

reduce noise levels •	 Installing reduced-noise generators

network tower

equipment shelter:
air Conditioners
Power Source
Base transceiver Station fuel tank

Generator

Generator
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CalCulating Our CarbOn fOOtprint in lebanOn

Zain’s operation in Lebanon,  
mtc touch, performed a 
calculation of its carbon footprint 
in 2010. The results showed that 
90% of the company’s emissions 
came from the use of diesel fuel.

This exercise helped Zain 
understand where to concentrate 
efforts to achieve the greatest 
impact in emissions reduction. 

Zain invests in green pOwer teCHnOlOgy

Many of our operations are considering potential opportunities to use renewable 
energy at our radio base stations. Zain’s Green Power strategy focuses on wind 
and solar technology to power stations located in remote areas where commercial 
electricity is unavailable. 

This is being implemented in various ways across our operations. In 2011, Zain 
Sudan installed 26 solar-powered stations and piloted a combined wind and solar-
powered station. Zain Jordan plans to pilot 300 solar-powered obstruction lights 
that illuminate the tops of network towers without relying on fuel or electricity. 

We are an active member of the Green Power Working Group at the GSMA, the 
industry association for global mobile operators. Our participation in this Working 
Group has allowed us to share best practices with competitors and peers.

battery Hybrid teCHnOlOgy saves fuel

Many of our base station sites are in remote locations with limited access to commercial electricity. At these 
sites, diesel fuel has traditionally been used as the primary source of power. To reduce consumption of fuel, 
we have started implementing a battery hybrid solution that is a combination of a diesel generator, deep cycle 
batteries and a controller. This consumes approximately 40% less fuel than a diesel-only power source. In 
2011, Zain Sudan deployed 46 battery hybrid solutions, Zain Jordan deployed 12 and Zain Bahrain and Kuwait 
performed trials of the technology. We intend to expand this program in the future. 

imprOved COOling systems reduCe energy use

The cooling of our equipment across our networks requires significant energy, especially in the hot Middle 
Eastern summers. We have been working to find new technology and new procedures for cooling that 
require less energy. In 2012, Zain Jordan plans to pilot a “free cooling” technology that will only use the air 
conditioning if the outside temperature reaches 30ºC or higher. In Saudi Arabia, Zain has achieved savings by 
setting the air conditioning units to fan mode and turning off heating and cooling equipment while not in use, 
especially at night and on the weekends.

 

90%

diesel

7%

electricity

2%

transportation

1%

Paper
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Encouraging Environmental Stewardship
at Zain, we pride ourselves on being stewards of the natural environment, and as part of our 
commitment to a wonderful world, we work across our operations to raise awareness about 
critical environmental issues and actions that our customers can take. these have included 
activities such as conserving water, recycling handsets, and using e-billing services. 

our customers frequently upgrade their handsets, which results in electronic waste (e-waste). 
In the Middle east alone, 3 billion units of e-waste end up in landfills, and there will likely be 
700 billion units of e-waste generated by 2015. a mere 5% of waste is recycled in the region. 
old handsets can often be refurbished and reused or recycled. If disposed of improperly, 
mobile phones can release toxic chemicals into the ground. 

one challenge we face with e-waste is reluctance on the part of individuals to recycle their 
old phones. we have piloted initiatives to encourage customers to donate their old handsets 
to be refurbished and then resold at low cost. however, there remains a broader public 
concern about the security of personal information. Zain Jordan helped to overcome this challenge and encourage 
handset recycling and reuse by collaborating with nokia and action Mobile. More than 2,000 “dead” handsets were 
collected for recycling and 1,300 working handsets were collected for reuse. 

e-waste COlleCtiOn Campaign launCHed in baHrain

Bahrain is home to one of the world’s most technologically advanced groups of mobile phone users, who 
frequently upgrade their hardware to the latest technology. Recognizing the waste this creates, Zain Bahrain 
adopted e-waste management as its major sustainability project in 2011 to encourage the recycling of handsets 
and batteries. In collaboration with Enviroserve, a respected environmental waste disposal company, Zain 
launched “The Zain National Mobile Phone and e-Waste Recycling Campaign.” Approximately 3,000 handsets 
were collected as part of this initiative. In 2012, Zain Bahrain plans to expand the program to include recycling 
of discarded laptops and personal computers.

Zain sudan COmmits tO suppOrting refOrestatiOn 

Deforestation contributed to the loss of 11% of Sudanese 
forests from 1990–2005. To encourage reforestation, Zain 
Sudan collaborated with the National Forestry Corporation to 
celebrate World Environmental Day in 2011 under the slogan: 
“Forests are the treasure, let us keep them up.” As part of this 
program, employees volunteered at the Al-Mogran Botany 
garden. Zain also works with the National Forestry Corporation 
to fight desertification and logging in Sudan and has made a 
commitment to support an initiative in which school children will 
plant 1 million trees.

JOrdan suppOrts water awareness and mOnitOring

Jordan has one of the lowest levels of water resource availability in the world. The 
country has virtually no remaining surface water (rivers, lakes, etc.), and the River 
Jordan has lost 95% of its natural flow because of diversion to neighboring countries. 

While Zain Jordan’s operations do not require significant amounts of water, Zain 
has a platform to reach citizens with important messages about water conservation. 
In partnership with the Ministry of Water and Irrigation, Zain Jordan launched a 
campaign that aims to increase public awareness on water issues in the country. In 
addition to this campaign, Zain Jordan partnered with the Ministry of Environment 
and the Higher Council for Science and Technology for the Real Time Water Quality 
Monitoring System project, which established a system that monitors and controls 
the quality of water in Jordan.
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Improving Environmental  
Performance at Our Offices

the majority of our employees work in our company 
office buildings in each of our operating countries. 
through the leadership of enthusiastic Zainers, we 
have made strides across our operations to reduce the 
environmental footprint of our office buildings and other 
facilities. each operation has found unique ways to 
contribute.

for example, in Saudi arabia, Zain celebrates world 
water day and distributes water-saving kits to employees; 
In lebanon, mtc touch aims to purchase products made 
of recycled materials, which can be reused or recycled; in 
Iraq, employees now print on double-sided paper. 

kuwait green initiative, waste management and awareness

Zain Kuwait formed a cross-functional “Green Team” which looks at ways to reduce environmental 
impact in the offices and engage Zainers to do their part. The Green Team has initiated several 
programs such as recycling in the office as well as encouraging employees to reduce printing. This 
team is responsible for setting clear key performance indicators and goals for Zain Kuwait to improve 
its environmental performance and frequently hosts internal awareness sessions for employees. 

investments imprOve OffiCe effiCienCy in JOrdan

Over the last several years, Zain Jordan has implemented a number of sustainability initiatives at its company 
offices and stores. For example, the installation of digital timers and energy saving systems at the panel board 
in shops, meeting rooms and restrooms has led to a 20% savings in energy. Motion detectors have also been 
installed in areas such as parking lots to reduce consumption. The installation of compact fluorescent lighting 
has led to additional energy savings. Zain Jordan also actively looks to source recycled materials and has 
estimated that 90% of materials such as scratch cards and starter-kits packaging, is made of recycled material. 

The initiative to raise awareness about limiting paper use in the office resulted in a 60% reduction from 19,600 
kg of paper in 2010 to 11,897 kg of paper in 2011 with further reductions expected in 2012.

mtC tOuCH brands envirOnmental initiatives: “let’s talk envirOnment”

Zain’s mtc touch operation in Lebanon prides itself 
on its environmental efforts and initiatives to meet 
its green objectives. The company’s environmental 
management system is based on the international 
standard ISO 14001:2004, for which it received 
certification in 2007. To further involve employees 
in green initiatives, mtc touch encouraged them 
to partake in a creative contest to come up with 
an environmental slogan and logo that represent 
the company’s environmental commitment. The 
winning slogan and logo are used in a variety of 
communications, including advertising. 
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Some of our specific commitments for 2012 and 
beyond are:

•	 to establish baseline energy use data for Zain, and 
set targets for energy reduction through network 
harmonization and green technology innovation.

•	 to invest in network harmonization and green 
technology innovation initiatives to conserve 
resources and reduce costs. 

•	 to continue building our employees’ capacity in 
functional, behavioral and leadership skills.

•	 to support a healthy organization by measuring 
employee engagement and ensuring a caring culture 
and work-life balance.

•	 to remain a financially competitive employer, ranking in 
the top quartile for total reward across the markets we 
operate in.

•	 to exceed nationalization requirements and 
associated local laws.

•	 to establish baseline data and key performance 
indicators for revenue losses across Zain operations. 
once the baseline is established we commit to 
setting targets for loss reduction.

•	 to ensure our financial sustainability by focusing on 
growth across all segments, generating innovative 
new products and data services, increasing data 
services, and transforming toward convergence.

•	 to enhance relationships with regulatory bodies, 
customers, suppliers and our solutions partners.

•	 to update Zain operating companies’ risk register by 
conducting the annual risk assessment and Business 
Impact analysis.

•	 to improve Zain operating companies’ Business 
Continuity Plans and Crisis Management Plans.

as we build more robust systems to manage our 
sustainability initiatives, strong collaboration between 
the Group and our operating companies will be a 
key success factor. we aim to establish a unified 
global approach that still allows for local flexibility. 
for example, many of the programs, activities and 
initiatives our operating companies support are long-
term commitments with individual objectives and goals 
for the future. our operations will continue to evaluate 
local community needs in order to invest in those 
initiatives that deliver the most value for stakeholders 
and for the business. we will always make our best 
effort to balance the important local priorities of our 
operating companies with the strategic imperatives of 
the Group.

finally, as always, we welcome feedback on this report 
from our valued stakeholders. Please feel free to send 
your comments and/or questions to csr@zain.com.

through our many initiatives across the region, and 
through the creation of this Sustainability report, Zain 
is taking a stand for sustainability.

as long as there are people who still lack access 
to the power of mobile telecommunications, youth 
who do not have the training they need, and 
environmental challenges that threaten our future, 
we will not back down. we will continue to lead in 
creating a wonderful world. 

while we celebrate our successes, we are also 
determined to further develop and improve 
our approach.

Our core priorities for the year ahead are:

•	 measuring our performance

•	 engaging our stakeholders

•	 enhancing sustainability collaboration 
between our group Headquarters and 
our operating companies

Measuring our performance, and most importantly, 
our impact, is a central and ongoing challenge. It will 
be necessary for us to improve in this area in order for 
us to be able to accurately and compellingly convey 
our progress, both inside and outside of the company. 

with this in mind, we plan to create a Sustainability 
Performance System for the Group to support an 
informed strategy and enhance our sustainability 
reporting. this will allow us to evaluate and 
monitor our performance against a material set of 
common key performance indicators (KPIs). the 
Sustainability Performance System will include the 
implementation of a more cohesive, consistent 
approach to measuring and managing sustainability 
impacts across all of our operating companies, 
an internal reporting process, and a high-level 
sustainability “dashboard” for Zain’s executive 
leadership presenting a select group of central KPIs 
that aggregate performance at the Group level.

we believe that over time, such a system will support 
intelligent design (and re-design) of sustainability 
programs and initiatives. we aim to complete the 
initial rollout of this system by the end of 2012, in 
order for it to have a noticeable impact on our 2012 
Sustainability report.

Stakeholder engagement is another area of 
concentration for the year ahead. we plan to launch 
a CSr-specific survey that will address internal 
stakeholders, partners and vendors. we hope the 
results of the survey will help us to understand current 
awareness of our initiatives as well as the priority 
issues and concerns of our stakeholders. we will also 
be working to engage financial analysts at the global 
level, many of whom are interested in learning more 
about Zain’s sustainability approach.
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Detailed Breakdown of Zain Employees 

 Group Bahrain Iraq Jordan Kuwait lebanon Saudi 
arabia Sudan Totals

number of full time 
employees

102 316 1388 849 1216 442 844 1182 6,339

number of part time, 
contract and temp 
employees

0 98 1296 403 39 1 646 2,483

number of 
employees 
(all contract types)

102 414 2684 1252 1216 481 845 1828 8,822

number of male 
employees 
(all contract types)

81 277 2206 838 1032 321 806 757 6,318

number of female 
employees 
(all contract types)

21 137 478 414 184 160 39 1,071 2,504

Percentage of male 
employees 
(all contract types)

79.4% 66.9% 82.2% 66.9% 84.9% 66.7% 95.4% 41.4% 71.6%

Percentage of female 
employees 
(all contract types)

20.6% 43.4% 17.8% 33.1% 15.1% 33.3% 4.6% 58.6% 28.4%

number of national 
employees 
(all contract types)

24 382 2656 1,251 706 473 588 1,825 7,905

number of expatriate 
employees 
(all contract types)

78 32 28 1 510 8 257 3 917

Percentage of 
national employees 
(all contract types)

23.5% 92.3% 99.0% 99.9% 58.1% 98.3% 69.6% 99.8% 89.6%

Percentage of 
expatriate employees 
(all contract types)

76.5% 7.7% 1.0% 0.1% 41.9% 1.7% 30.4% 0.2% 10.4%

number of new hires 12 7 405 250 245 85 307 49 1,360

employee turnover of 
males

26 24 254 208 148 9 98 25 792

employee turnover of 
females

14 8 53 96 20 7 2 20 220

total turnover 40 32 307 304 168 16 100 45 1,012

return to work rates 
after maternity leave

100% 100% 91.5% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 99%

return to work rates 
after paternity leave

100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

total number of 
training hours for 
full time employees

1,104 8,029 10,589 31,993 1,864 2,285 17,709 63,392 136,965

average number of 
training hours per 
full time employee

11 25 8 38 2 5 21 54 22
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GRI Content Index
gri guideline description reported explanation location

profile disclosures

Strategy and Analysis

1.1 Core Statement from the most senior decision-
maker of the organization 

Yes  p. 9, 11

1.2 additional description of key impacts, risks, 
and opportunities. 

Yes  p. 16, 17, 19

Profile

2.1 Core name of the organization. Yes  p. 12

2.2 Core Primary brands, products, and/or services. Yes  p. 12

2.3 Core operational structure of the organization, 
including main divisions, operating 
companies, subsidiaries, and joint ventures.

Yes annual 
report, 
p. 79

2.4 Core location of organization’s headquarters. Yes  p. 12

2.5 Core number of countries where the organization 
operates, and names of countries with either 
major operations or that are specifically 
relevant to the sustainability issues covered 
in the report.

Yes  Inside 
front 
Cover

2.6 Core nature of ownership and legal form. Yes  p. 12, 15

2.7 Core Markets served (including geographic 
breakdown, sectors served, and types 
of customers/beneficiaries).

Yes  p. 6 -  7, 
12 - 13

2.8 Core Scale of the reporting organization. Yes  p. 12

2.9 Core Significant changes during the reporting 
period regarding size, structure, or ownership.

Yes  p. 12

2.10 Core awards received in the reporting period. Yes  p. 6, 12 - 13

Report Parameters

3.1 Core reporting period (e.g., fiscal/calendar year) 
for information provided.

Yes  Inside 
front 
Cover

3.2 Core date of most recent previous report (if any). not app. this is Zain Group’s first 
sustainability report.

3.3 Core reporting cycle (annual, biennial, etc.) Yes  p. 9

3.4 Core Contact point for questions. Yes  Inside 
front 
Cover
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gri guideline description reported explanation location

profile disclosures

Report scope and boundary

3.5 Core Process for defining report content. Yes  Inside 
front 
Cover

3.6 Core Boundary of the report (e.g., countries, 
divisions, subsidiaries, leased facilities, joint 
ventures, suppliers). See GrI Boundary 
Protocol for further guidance.

Yes  Inside 
front 
Cover

3.7 Core State any specific limitations on the scope 
or boundary of the report (see completeness 
Principle for explanation of scope). 

Yes  Inside 
front 
Cover

3.8 Core Basis for reporting on joint ventures, 
subsidiaries, leased facilities, outsourced 
operations, and other entities that can 
significantly affect comparability from period 
to period and/or between organizations.

Yes  Inside 
front 
Cover

3.9 additional data measurement techniques and the bases 
of calculations, including assumptions and 
techniques underlying estimations applied 
to the compilation of the Indicators and other 
information in the report. 

Yes  Inside 
front 
Cover

3.10 Core explanation of the effect of any re-statements 
of information provided in earlier reports, 
and the reasons for such re-statement 
(e.g., mergers/acquisitions, change of 
base years/periods, nature of business, 
measurement methods).

not app.  

3.11 Core Significant changes from previous reporting 
periods in the scope, boundary, or 
measurement methods applied in the report.

not app.  

GRI content index

3.12 Core table identifying the location of the Standard 
disclosures in the report. 

Yes  p. 62

Assurance

3.13 additional Policy and current practice with regard to 
seeking external assurance for the report. 

Yes Zain did not seek external assurance 
for this report.
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gri guideline description reported explanation location

governance, Commitments and engagement

Governance

4.1 Core Governance structure of the organization, 
including committees under the highest 
governance body responsible for specific 
tasks, such as setting strategy 
or organizational oversight. 

Yes  p. 15

4.2 Core Indicate whether the Chair of the highest 
governance body is also an executive officer.

Yes  p. 15

4.3 Core for organizations that have a unitary board 
structure, state the number and gender 
of members of the highest governance 
body that are independent and/or non-
executive members.

Yes  p. 15

4.4 Core Mechanisms for shareholders and employees 
to provide recommendations or direction 
to the highest governance body. 

Yes  p. 16

4.5 additional linkage between compensation for members 
of the highest governance body, senior 
managers, and executives (including departure 
arrangements), and the organization’s 
performance (including social and 
environmental performance).

Yes  p. 16

4.6 additional Processes in place for the highest governance 
body to ensure conflicts of interest 
are avoided.

Yes  p. 15

4.7 additional Process for determining the composition, 
qualifications and expertise of the members 
of the highest governance body and its 
committees, including any consideration 
of gender and other indicators of diversity.

Yes  p. 15

4.8 additional Internally developed statements of mission 
or values, codes of conduct, and principles 
relevant to economic, environmental, and 
social performance and the status of their 
implementation.

Yes  p. 19

4.9 additional Procedures of the highest governance body for 
overseeing the organization’s identification 
and management of economic, environmental, 
and social performance, including relevant 
risks and opportunities, and adherence 
or compliance with internationally agreed 
standards, codes of conduct, and principles. 

Yes  p. 16, 19

4.10 additional Processes for evaluating the highest 
governance body’s own performance, 
particularly with respect to economic, 
environmental, and social performance.

Yes  annual 
report, 
p. 16, 17
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gri guideline description reported explanation location

governance, Commitments and engagement

Commitments to external initiatives

4.11 additional explanation of whether and how the 
precautionary approach or principle 
is addressed by the organization. 

Yes  p. 16, 19

4.12 additional externally developed economic, 
environmental, and social charters, principles, 
or other initiatives to which the organization 
subscribes or endorses. 

Yes  p. 19, 21, 24

4.13 additional Memberships in associations (such as industry 
associations) and/or national/international 
advocacy organizations.

Yes  p. 21

Stakeholder Engagement

4.14 additional list of stakeholder groups engaged by 
the organization. 

Yes  p. 21

4.15 Core Basis for identification and selection 
of stakeholders with whom to engage. 

Yes  p. 21

4.16 Core approaches to stakeholder engagement, 
including frequency of engagement by type 
and by stakeholder group. 

Yes  p. 21

4.17 additional Key topics and concerns that have been raised 
through stakeholder engagement, and how the 
organization has responded to those key topics 
and concerns, including through its reporting. 

Yes  

performance: economic

disClOsure On management apprOaCH - eCOnOmy Yes p. 34, 36

Economic Performance

eC1 Core direct economic value generated and 
distributed, including revenues, operating 
costs, employee compensation, donations 
and other community investments, retained 
earnings, and payments to capital providers 
and governments.

Yes  p. 33

eC2 Core financial implications and other risks and 
opportunities for the organization’s activities 
due to climate change. 

no

eC3 Core Coverage of the organization’s defined 
benefit plan obligations. 

no

eC4 Core Significant financial assistance received 
from government. 

Yes  Zain did not receive financial 
assistance from the government. 
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gri guideline description reported explanation location

performance: economic

Market Presence

eC5 additional range of ratios of standard entry level wage 
by gender compared to local minimum wage 
at significant locations of operation.

no at Zain, we aim to set employee 
compensation at the 75th percentile 
of market rates.

p. 41

eC6 Core Policy, practices, and proportion of spending 
on locally-based suppliers at significant 
locations of operation. 

no

eC7 Core Procedures for local hiring and proportion 
of senior management hired from the local 
community at significant locations of operation. 

Partial Zain follows labor regulations for 
the hiringof national citizens and 
expatriate employees. 

Indirect economic impacts

eC8 Core development and impact of infrastructure 
investments and services provided primarily 
for public benefit through commercial, in-
kind, or pro bono engagement. 

Yes  p. 48 - 51

eC9 additional understanding and describing significant 
indirect economic impacts, including the 
extent of impacts. 

Yes  p. 34 - 37

performance: environment

disClOsure On management apprOaCH - envirOnment Yes p. 19, 53

Materials

en1 Core Materials used by weight or volume. no

en2 Core Percentage of materials used that are recycled 
input materials.

no

Energy

en3 Core direct energy consumption by primary energy 
source. 

no

en4 Core Indirect energy consumption by primary source. no

en5 additional energy saved due to conservation 
and efficiency improvements.

no  

en6 additional Initiatives to provide energy-efficient 
or renewable energy based products 
and services, and reductions in energy 
requirements as a result of these initiatives. 

Partial we describe our initiatives to provide 
energy-efficient solutions in our 
network, however we do not yet have 
a management system in place to 
track the reductions achieved.

p. 54 - 57

en7 additional Initiatives to reduce indirect energy 
consumption and reductions achieved. 

Partial we describe our initiatives to provide 
energy-efficient solutions in our 
network, however we do not yet have 
a management system in place to track 
the reductions achieved.

p. 54 - 57

en8 Core total water withdrawal by source. no

en9 additional water sources significantly affected 
by withdrawal of water.

no

en10 additional Percentage and total volume of water 
recycled and reused. 

no
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gri guideline description reported explanation location

performance: environment

Biodiversity

en11 Core location and size of land owned, leased, 
managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas 
and areas of high biodiversity value outside 
protected areas. 

Yes  p. 53

en12 Core description of significant impacts of activities, 
products, and services on biodiversity in 
protected areas and areas of high biodiversity 
value outside protected areas. 

no

en13 additional habitats protected or restored. Yes  p. 56

en14 additional Strategies, current actions, and future plans 
for managing impacts on biodiversity.

no

en15 additional number of IuCn red list species and 
national conservation list species with 
habitats in areas affected by operations, 
by level of extinction risk. 

no

Emissions, effluents and waste

en16 Core total direct and indirect greenhouse gas 
emissions by weight. 

no

en17 Core other relevant indirect greenhouse gas 
emissions by weight. 

no

en18 additional Initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions and reductions achieved.

no

en19 Core emissions of ozone-depleting substances 
by weight. 

no

en20 Core nox, Sox, and other significant air emissions 
by type and weight. 

no

en21 Core total water discharge by quality 
and destination. 

no

en22 Core total weight of waste by type and disposal 
method. 

Partial we report on the number of handsets 
we have collected for recycling and 
reuse.

p. 56

en23 Core total number and volume of significant spills. Yes Zain did not have any significant spills 
in 2011.

en24 additional weight of transported, imported, exported, or 
treated waste deemed hazardous under the 
terms of the Basel Convention annex I, II, III, 
and VIII, and percentage of transported waste 
shipped internationally. 

no  

en25 additional Identity, size, protected status, and 
biodiversity value of water bodies and related 
habitats significantly affected by the reporting 
organization’s discharges of water and runoff. 

no  

Products and services

en26 Core Initiatives to mitigate environmental impacts 
of products and services, and extent of impact 
mitigation.

Yes  p. 53 - 57
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gri guideline description reported explanation location

performance: environment

Products and services

en27 Core Percentage of products sold and their 
packaging materials that are reclaimed 
by category. 

Yes Zain does not actively reclaim 
products sold or packaging materials.

Compliance

en28 Core Monetary value of significant fines and total 
number of non-monetary sanctions for non-
compliance with environmental laws and 
regulations. 

Yes Zain did not receive any significant 
fines or have any non-monetary 
sanctions for noncompliance with 
environmental laws and regulations. 

Transport

en29 additional Significant environmental impacts of 
transporting products and other goods and 
materials used for the organization’s operations, 
and transporting members of the workforce. 

no

Overall

en30 additional total environmental protection expenditures 
and investments by type.

no

performance: social: labor practices and decent work

disClOsure On management apprOaCH - labOr Yes p. 39 - 41

Employment

la1 Core total workforce by employment type, 
employment contract, and region broken 
down by gender. 

Yes  p. 40, 61

la2 Core total number and rate of new employee 
hires and employee turnover by age group, 
gender, and region. 

Partial we report on total turnover by region 
but not broken down by age group 
and gender. 

p. 40, 61

la3 additional Benefits provided to full-time employees that 
are not provided to temporary or part-time 
employees, by major operations. 

no  

la15 Core return to work and retention rates after 
parental leave, by gender.

Yes  p. 61

Labor/management relations

la4 Core Percentage of employees covered by 
collective bargaining agreements.

not app. Zain does not have formal 
agreements with trade unions. 

la5 Core Minimum notice period(s) regarding 
significant operational changes, including 
whether it is specified in collective 
agreements. 

Yes at our operating companies in Bahrain, 
Iraq, Kuwait, and Saudi arabia, any 
major changes to the organization 
are communicated within minimum 
notice period of at least 30 days. In 
other operating companies, the notice 
period may vary, depending on the 
type of change occurring and the local 
regulatory requirements.

Occupational health and safety

la6 additional Percentage of total workforce represented in 
formal joint management-worker health and 
safety committees that help monitor and advise 
on occupational health and safety programs. 

no
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gri guideline description reported explanation location

performance: social: labor practices and decent work

occupational health and safety

la7 Core rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost 
days, and absenteeism, and number of work-
related fatalities by region and gender.

Partial we report on the total number of 
lost time incidents as this is our main 
indicator of safety. we plan to review 
this indicator as part of our new 
performance management system 
and will report any additional material 
indicators in future reports. 

p. 44

la8 Core education, training, counseling, prevention, 
and risk-control programs in place to 
assist workforce members, their families, 
or community members regarding serious 
diseases.

Yes  p. 44

la9 additional health and safety topics covered in formal 
agreements with trade unions. 

not app. Zain does not have formal 
agreements with trade unions. 

Training and education

la10 Core average hours of training per year per 
employee by gender and by employee 
category. 

Partial we report on the average hours 
of training per employee, but at 
this time we do not calculate this 
information by gender and employee 
category. 

p. 43

la11 additional Programs for skills management and 
lifelong learning that support the continued 
employability of employees and assist them in 
managing career endings. 

Yes  p. 42

la12 additional Percentage of employees receiving regular 
performance and career development reviews 
by gender.

no  

Diversity and equal opportunity

la13 Core Composition of governance bodies and 
breakdown of employees per employee 
category according to gender, age group, 
minority group membership, and other 
indicators of diversity.

no

Equal remuneration for women and men

la14 Core ratio of basic salary of men to women by 
employee category. 

no

performance: social: Human rights

disClOsure On management apprOaCH - Human rigHts Yes p. 44

hr1 Core Percentage and total number of significant 
investment agreements and contracts that 
include human rights clauses or that have 
undergone human rights screening. 

Partial Before making significant investments 
Zain conducts due diligence analysis. 
we examine an organizations’ human 
resources performance and any 
human rights violations would be 
identified in our report. 

hr2 Core Percentage of significant suppliers, 
contractors, and other business partners that 
have undergone human rights screening and 
actions taken. 

Yes Zain does not have a policy of 
screening suppliers, contractors 
and other business partners for 
human right. none of our significant 
suppliers, contractors and other 
business partners have undergone 
specific human rights screening. 
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gri guideline description reported explanation location

performance: social: Human rights

hr3 Core total hours of employee training on policies 
and procedures concerning aspects of 
human rights that are relevant to operations, 
including the percentage of employees 
trained. 

Yes as Zain does not have any specific 
training related to human rights 
issues, there are 0 hours of relevant 
employee training on this topic. 

Non-discrimination

hr4 Core total number of incidents of discrimination 
and corrective actions taken.

no

Freedom of association and collective bargaining

hr5 Core operations and significant suppliers identified 
in which the right to exercise freedom of 
association and collective bargaining may 
be at significant risk, and actions taken to 
support these rights. 

Yes Zain has not identified any operations 
or significant suppliers where these 
rights are a significant risk.

Child labor

hr6 Core operations and significant suppliers identified 
as having significant risk for incidents of child 
labor, and measures taken to contribute to the 
elimination of child labor. 

Yes Zain has not identified any operations 
or significant suppliers where these 
rights are a significant risk.

Prevention of forced and compulsory labor

hr7 Core operations and significant suppliers identified 
as having significant risk for incidents of 
forced or compulsory labor, and measures to 
contribute to the elimination of all forms of 
forced or compulsory labor. 

Yes Zain has not identified any operations 
or significant suppliers where these 
rights are a significant risk

Security practices

hr8 additional Percentage of security personnel trained 
in the organization’s policies or procedures 
concerning aspects of human rights that are 
relevant to operations. 

no  

Indigenous rights

hr9 additional total number of incidents of violations 
involving rights of indigenous people and 
actions taken.

no

Assessment

hr10 Core Percentage and total number of operations 
that have been subject to human rights 
reviews and/or impact assessments.

no

Remediation

hr11 Core number of grievances related to human rights 
filed, addressed, and resolved through formal 
grievance mechanisms.

Yes Zain has not had any grievances 
related to human rights.
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gri guideline description reported explanation location

performance: society

disClOsure On management apprOaCH - sOCiety Yes p. 19, 28-
29, 47

Local communities

So1 Core Percentage of operations with implemented 
local community engagement, impact 
assessments, and development programs.

Yes 100% of our operating companies 
have local community engagement 
and development programs.

So9 Core operations with significant potential or actual 
negative impacts on local communities.

Yes  p. 19, 27-28

So10 Core Prevention and mitigation measures 
implemented in operations with significant 
potential or actual negative impacts on local 
communities.

Yes  p. 28-29

Corruption

So2 Core Percentage and total number of business units 
analyzed for risks related to corruption. 

Yes  p. 44

So3 Core Percentage of employees trained in 
organization’s anti-corruption policies 
and procedures. 

no

So4 Core actions taken in response to incidents 
of corruption.

Yes  p. 44

performance: society

Public policy

So5 Core Public policy positions and participation in 
public policy development and lobbying. 

Yes Zain is a member of the GSMa 
industry association which has 
several initiatives related to public 
policy. each of our operating 
companies works with their national 
governments.

So6 additional total value of financial and in-kind 
contributions to political parties, politicians, 
and related institutions by country.

no  

Anti-competitive behavior

So7 additional total number of legal actions for anti-
competitive behavior, anti-trust, and 
monopoly practices and their outcomes. 

no  

Compliance

So8 Core Monetary value of significant fines and total 
number of non-monetary sanctions for non-
compliance with laws and regulations. 

no
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gri guideline description reported explanation location

performance: social: product responsibility

disClOsure On management 
apprOaCH - prOduCt respOnsibility 

 Yes p. 26, 28

Customer health and safety

Pr1 Core life cycle stages in which health and safety 
impacts of products and services are 
assessed for improvement, and percentage of 
significant products and services categories 
subject to such procedures. 

Partial Zain follows industry standards and 
regulatory requirements regarding 
health and safety topics in the 
selection and construction of network 
sites. 

p. 28-29

Pr2 additional total number of incidents of non-compliance 
with regulations and voluntary codes 
concerning health and safety impacts of 
products and services during their life cycle, 
by type of outcomes. 

no  

Product and service labelling

Pr3 Core type of product and service information 
required by procedures, and percentage of 
significant products and services subject to 
such information requirements. 

no

Pr4 additional total number of incidents of non-compliance 
with regulations and voluntary codes 
concerning product and service information 
and labeling, by type of outcomes. 

no

Pr5 additional Practices related to customer satisfaction, 
including results of surveys measuring 
customer satisfaction. 

Partial Zain does not currently measure 
customer satisfaction in a consistent 
manner across its operating 
companies but we report on our 
broader approach to customer 
service.

p. 27-28

Marketing communications

Pr6 Core Programs for adherence to laws, standards, 
and voluntary codes related to marketing 
communications, including advertising, 
promotion, and sponsorship. 

Yes Zain’s approach to marketing 
communications is based on 
regulatory requirements and industry 
standards developed by the GSMa. 

Pr7 additional total number of incidents of non-compliance 
with regulations and voluntary codes 
concerning marketing communications, 
including advertising, promotion, and 
sponsorship by type of outcomes. 

no  

Customer privacy

Pr8 additional total number of substantiated complaints 
regarding breaches of customer privacy and 
losses of customer data. 

no  

Compliance

Pr9 Core Monetary value of significant fines for 
non-compliance with laws and regulations 
concerning the provision and use of products 
and services. 

no
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gri guideline description reported explanation location

telecommunications sector specific guidelines

Investment

Io1 Core Capital investment in telecommunication 
network infrastructure broken down by 
country/region.

Yes  p. 23

Io2 Core net costs for service providers under the 
universal Service obligation when extending 
service to geographic locations and low-
income groups, which are not profitable. 
describe relevant legislative and regulatory 
mechanisms.

no  

Health and safety

Io3 Core Practices to ensure health and safety of 
field personnel involved in the installation, 
operation and maintenance of masts, base 
stations, laying cables and other outside 
plant. related health and safety issues include 
working at heights, electric shock, exposure to 
eMf and radio frequency fields, and exposure 
to hazardous chemicals.

Yes  p. 44

Io4 Core Compliance with ICnIrP (International 
Commission on non-Ionising radiation 
Protection) standards on exposure to 
radiofrequency (rf) emissions from handsets

no

Io5 Core Compliance with ICnIrP (International 
Commission on non-Ionising radiation 
Protection) guidelines on exposure to 
radiofrequency (rf) emissions from 
base stations.

no

Io6 Core Policies and practices with respect to Specific 
absorption rate (Sar) of handsets.

no

Infrastructure

Io7 Core Policies and practices on the siting of masts 
and transmission sites including stakeholder 
consultation, site sharing, and initiatives to 
reduce visual impacts. describe approach 
to evaluate consultations and quantify 
where possible.

Yes  p. 19, 28, 
53

Io8 Core number and percentage of stand-alone sites, 
shared sites, and sites on existing structures.

no  

Access to Telecommunications Products and Services: Bridging the Digital Divide

Pa1 Core Polices and practices to enable the 
deployment of telecommunications 
infrastructure and access to telecommunications 
products and services in remote and 
low population density areas. Include an 
explanation of business models applied. 

Yes  p. 24, 25

Pa2 Core Policies and practices to overcome barriers 
for access and use of telecommunication 
products and services including: language, 
culture, illiteracy, and lack of education, 
income, disabilities, and age. Include an 
explanation of business models applied.

Yes  p. 26
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Access to Telecommunications Products and Services: Bridging the Digital Divide

Pa3 Core Policies and practices to ensure availability 
and reliability of telecommunications 
products and services and quantify, where 
possible, for specified time periods and 
locations of down time.

Yes  p. 25

Pa4 Core Quantify the level of availability of 
telecommunications products and services 
in areas where the organisation operates. 
examples include: customer numbers/market 
share, addressable market, percentage of 
population covered, percentage of land 
covered.

Yes  p. 6, 13

Pa5 Core number and types of telecommunication 
products and services provided to and used by 
low and no income sectors of the population. 
Provide definitions selected. Include 
explanation of approach to pricing, illustrated 
with examples such as price per minute of 
dialogue/bit of data transfer in various remote, 
poor or low population density areas.

Partial Zain provides a number of products 
and services intended for low income 
populations however there is no 
central approach to pricing across the 
Group. 

Pa6 Core Programmes to provide and maintain 
telecommunication products and services in 
emergency situations and for disaster relief.

Yes  p. 25, 44

Pa7 Core Policies and practices to manage human 
rights issues relating to access and use of 
telecommunications products and services. 
for example:
•	 Participation in industry initiatives or 

individual initiatives related to freedom 
of expression

•	 legislation in different markets on 
registration, censorship, limiting access, 
Interaction with governments on security 
issues for surveillance purposes

•	 Interaction with national and local 
authorities and own initiatives to restrict 
criminal 
or potentially unethical content.

•	 Protecting vulnerable groups such 
as children.

•	 explain how such policies and practices are 
adapted and applied in different countries.

Yes  p. 26, 28

Pa8 Core Policies and practices to publicly communicate 
on eMf related issues. Include information 
provides at points of sales material.

no  

Pa9 Core total amount invested in programmes and 
activities in electromagnetic field research. 
Include description of programmes currently 
contributed to and funded by the reporting 
organisation.

no

Pa10 Core Initiatives to ensure clarity of charges 
and tariffs.

Yes we aim to ensure our tariffs are fair 
and clear through our advertising, 
our website, and at points of sale. 
additionally, we use text messages 
to confirm and clarify charges. 

Pa11 Core Initiatives to inform customers about product 
features and applications that will promote 
responsible, efficient, cost effective, and 
environmentally preferable use.

Yes  p. 56
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Resource Efficiency

ta1 Core Provide examples of the resource efficiency 
of telecommunication products and services 
delivered.

no  

ta2 Core Provide examples of telecommunication 
products, services and applications that have 
the potential to replace physical objects 
(e.g. a telephone book by a database on the 
web or travel by videoconferencing)

no  

ta3 Core disclose any measures of transport and/
or resource changes of customer use of the 
telecommunication products and services 
listed above. Provide some indication of scale, 
market size, or potential savings.

no  

ta4 Core disclose any estimates of the rebound effect 
(indirect consequences) of customer use of 
the products and services listed above, and 
lessons learned for future development. this 
may include social consequences as well as 
environmental.

Yes  p. 27

ta5 Core description of practices relating to intellectual 
property rights and open source technologies.

no  
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